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ARNOLD'S TREASON.
"Men's evil manners live in brass ; thetr virtues
we write in -water. "
If Benedict Arnold ever did a good thing, few
historians dwell upon the fact. But the great
mistake of his life has been bawled with tireless
vehemence through newspapers, magazines, and
historiesi Arnold's treason is written in brass,
atiicj it ought to be. But is there any reason why
we, shoulfl not treat Araol&Vstreason,as impartialt

ly as any other historical subject ? Is it any
more than fair to enter into a careful investigation of the causes of that treason ? Certainly
not ; and it will be the aim of this discussion to
see why Arnold turned traitor ,—not to attempt
a vindication of- his character, for the one hideous error of his life cannot be glossed over.
Wh y did Arnold turn traitor ? We cannot
brush the question lightly asid e by say ing that
he was "bought with British gold." ;Many
historians, of mor e or le ss r epute , have joined in
this refrain. It is so easy to explain the whole
matt er by referring to avarice as the cause. But
unf ortunatel y f or this ea sy method of settli n g
the question , Arnold does not appea r to have
be en, in any de gree , an avaricious man.
One great historian explains Arnold's tr eason
by s ay ing that "he grew tried of the strugg le and
withdrew." Ag ain , t he f acts stan d in the way
of this exp lanation ; for history shows th'at f r om
earl y boyhood Arnold was passiona tely f ond of
the excitement of war. His bold attack upon
Ticonderoga in conjunct ion with Ethan Allen,
his perilous campai gn throug h the Maine wilderness , his daring assault upon Quebec , his dogged
resis t ance against f earf ul odds , at the battle of
Lake George, his blood y repulse of the British
on the soil of his native Connecticut , his daredevil onsets in the two battles of Saratoga , won
f or him Washington 's unstinted praise and conf idence , and led the great commander in chief
to speak of him as , "The best fi ghting general
in the American army." Arnold was a born
f i ghter ; he had f ight in his make-up j and we
might as well say that he grew tired of living,
as to say he grew tired of fi ghting.
No, we cannot explain Arnold's treason with
a word. A surface cause will not suffice.. We !
must dig deeper, The history out of which gre w
Arnold's treason is the history of petty jealousies
of states and individuals, so rife during v the

revolutionary period. When the revolution
broke out, Arnold plunged into it headlong, in
genuine Arnold fashion. His character had
never been impeached ; his patriotism had never
been questioned. But a good reputation is hard
to win and harder to hold ; a bad reputation is
easy to get and easier to keep. Small men are
never wanting to build upon the ruin of the
great. As early as Arnold's campaign through
the Maine wilderness and Canada, ugly defamation began to dog his foot-steps. A vile
creature named Brown, jealous of growing fame,
preferred a long series of charges against him,
which were substantially, that Arnold had
avariciously appropriated property of the citizens of Montreal . The facts of the case are,
that Arnold had levied upon food and other
necessary supplies for the support of his starving
and freezing troops, a perfectly justifiable military measure. The proud spirited soldier indignantly demanded an investigation of congess ; and after a great deal of useless and vexations dilly-dally ing, he was acquitted.
But in the mean time an insult of a far more
grievous nature had been offered the chafing
warrior by congress itself. That singular bod y,
in making .up its list of military promotions ,
utterly ignored Arnold.; and furthermore, proceeded to raise several of his junior officers above
him in rank. In vain did Washington urge upon congress the folly of slighting one of the best
brigaders in the service ;so rife was state jealousy,
that our magnificent legislators were afraid that
if Arnold should receive his proper rank Connecticut would have too many major generals.
Arnold's personal .pride was stung to the quick,
and it was only Washington 's consummate tact
and influence that persuaded him to remain in
the army and to j oin Schuyler in preparing to
repel Burgoyne 's invasion.
All now went well till the jealous, schem ing
Gates su p ersed ed Schuyler. Gates at once marked Arnold as a figure entirely too promin ent in
military circles. His envy swelled to the bursting point when Arnold , by h is glori ous conduct ,
won the laurels of the first battle of Saratoga.
Gates could not tolerate such inexcusable zeal
and valor in a subordinate, so he deprived

Arnold of his command. But insulted and
trodden on as he was, the patriot determined to
remain as a volunteer and bide his time. His
time came. When the second battle of Saratoga
was waxing furious, and the British were turning out flanked , a half frenzied rider mounted
upon a black steed was seen plunging toward the
thick of the fray . Whenever the fi ght was hottest and the b ullets flew thickest, there the black
horse and his rider were seen at the head of the
American column. By word and deed inspiring
his troops, for they were all his troops now,
Arnold led one terrific onslaught after another
against the British line, until it recoiled in dismay. It was not until the huzzas of victory
were rising over the blood y field , that the heroic
soldier fell, pierced with a musket ball in the
leg that had been broken at Quebec. While
the battle was raging, Horatio Gates sat in his
tent and swore at a wounded British officer. In
reporting the victory to congress, this archintriguer did not deign to mention Arnold's
name. But the plaudi ts of an admiring people
could no longer be safely disregarded, and congress at last, though reluctantly, restored Arnold
to his proper rank.
One would think that Arnold had by this time
received his full measure of ill treatment at the
hands of his fellow countrymen. But not so.
Incapacitated for active service by the weakness
of his leg, he was put in charge of the city of
Philadelphia.
This town had just been placed under military
rule, and it was inevi table that there should be
considerable conflict between the military and
civil authorities. Arnold' s blunt and impetuous
way of dealing with men and things, created
much ill feeling ; and no sooner had he given up
his command, than the council of Pennsyl vania
preferred a series of charges against the general, and at the same time sent out a defamatory lette r concerning him to the several states.
The elaborate attempt to turn the popular mind
against him inflamed Arnold almost to madness.
He at once demanded an investigation of the
charges. Congress appointed a committee.to
examine the case, and the general was acquitte^r
But the Pennsylvania council was persistent and

urged a new trial. Although a congressional half, had fought and won her battles ; in return
committee had exonerated him, an obsequious he had received slights, insults, and finally discongress now recommended another trial ; and grace. While thus brooding over his wrongs,
the matter was finally referred to a court martial. the stock arguments of Tories of Phildelphia
The vials of Arnold's wrath were now full to fell with new force upon his ears. In his desperoverflowing. Impatient of delay, he urged a ate mood, he found it easy to believe that it was
speedy trial ; and Washington,' who warmly unwise and unpatriotic to plunge torn and bleedsympathized with them , appointed a court martial ing America into further war, now that the
to meet within a month. But the council of mother country was willing to guarantee us all
Pennsylvania begged for more time to collect the rights and privileges for which we had
evidence, and thus the spring, su mmer and undertaken the struggle. Why .could not he,
autumn were frittered away. It was not until Benedict Arnold , be a second Monk and become
winter that the trial was begun, and all this time his country s savior by turning traitor ? Such
the chafing and anxious Arnold had been kept thoughts soon resulted in action. He opened a
correspondence with general Clinton, and rein needless suspense.
After a session of five weeks, the court martial solved upon the betrayal of West Point to the
delivered a verdict substantially the same as British. The outcome of the plot is familiar to
that of the congressional committee, which had all.
When we take into, consideration the proud
sat ten months before . Arnold was exonerated
of all intentional guilt in every one of the trans- and impetuous nature of Arnold, the unjust
actions charged against him. But as a sort of treatment that he received at the hands of a
lame concession to the council of the powerful servive congress, and the insults showered upon
state of Pennsylvania, it was recommended that him by petty intriguers, we can hardly be surhe be repr imanded by the commander-in-chief for prised at the final result ! But if Arnold was a
imprudence in using some wagons for the trans- traitor, let us be as magnanimous as that capp ortation of private prop erty and for g iving apass ,, tured American, who when Arnold asked, "What
with attending to all due forms. For disgraceful would be my fate, if I should be taken prisoner?"
servility this decision may well be ranked with replied ; "They will cut off that shortened leg of
the condemnation of Admiral Byng of the British yours wounded at Quebec and at Saratoga, and
bu ry it with all the honors of war, and then
navy.
hang the rest of you on a gibbet." Let us reWashington had no alternative but to issue
member that there are two Arnolds in American
the reprimand. In all English literature it
history ; Arnold the traitor and Arnold the
would-be hard to find such another example of
patriot. What ingrate ravaged fertile Virginia ?
delicate ambiguity. He says, "Our profession
What wretch at the head of a forei gn troop
is the cheapest of all ; even the shadow of a fault
visited his own home with fire and sword ?
tarnishes the lustre of our finest achievements.
Arnold the traitor. Who gave a fortune to his
The least inadvertence may rob us of the public
country's cause ? Who led .his soldiers through
favor, so hard to be acquired. I reprimand you
the Maine w ilderness, rushed on the ice-clad
for having forgotten that in proportion as you
walls of Quebec, and fell pierced in the leg with
have rend ered yourself formidable to our enemies, a musket ball? Who at the batt l e of
Lake
you should have been gua rded an d temperate in,
George with one small sloop held seven British
your department toward your fellow-citizens.' vessels at bay ? Who rallied the Connecticut
But the sympathy an d generosity of the com- militia and drove the invaders from his
native
mander-in-chief were of no avail. Such a perstate ?
sistent course of maltreatment 5 and insult forced
Who rushed like an angry lion into the fray
upon Arnold the irresistible conclusion that the
party in power t was hostile to him. He had at Saratoga , led those terrific onslaughts upon
lavished fortune and health in his country 's be- the enemy's lines, won the battle end an im-

mortal name ? Arnold the patriot.
J. Kleinha^s, Jr.

noblest, acts best." He cannot think most who
centres thought on self. He cannot feel noblest
who has not learned to feel for others. He cannot act best who acts for self. We want a motto that will insure success. Worth more than
all other mottoes are the words, "Except a corn
of wheat fall into the ground and die it abideth
alone, but if it die it bringeth forth much fruit. "
Shall we notice for a moment the working of
this principle, "man for man," in the two coersive and regulating forces of society, —g overnment and religion. More and more the
voice of the people is making itself heard.
More and more the would-be tyrants are finding
that the popular and safe government for today must have back of it the will of more than
one man. From the day when our fathers recorded the evolution of independence in their
heroic declaration there has been scarce a break
in the chorus of freedom as it has been taken
up by or for people who would no longer submit to bondage. 'Tis an era of republics.
Even where the name is lacking the spirit
exists. Not that men have always acted wisely
in their attemp ts to establish popular government, but where the issue has been the recognition of man as man the cause has been worthy
and the results have made the world better.
Not a nobler example could we find than the
one of our own remembrance. Historians may
tell us that Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves
of our Republic as a war measure . He did.
But back of war measure, back of war, back of
secession, shall we not believe there was the
consciousness on the part of the nation that it
was partner in crime ? The negro is a man.
This is the truth that would not down. This
too is the truth that must be heard ere long in.
behalf of the Russian serf shall we say ? Yes,
but go not so far away. It must be heard in
behalf of the oppressed and down-trodden who
throng our doors. Eternal vi gilance tempered
with just ice fo r every social class is the price
we must nee ds p ay for our national security.

MAN FOR MAN.
The world is growing better. Good is not at
enmity with good. Truth cannot take issue
with truth. God cannot thwart his own
plans. 'Tis good and truth and God that lives.
True reformers have always wrought better
than they knew. The story of social evolution
may be briefly told thus,—man against man ;
man with man ; man for man. The question
"I am my brother's keeper?" is wholly unworthy
an intelligent man of these closing days of the
nineteenth century. That the question was
propounded by humanity in the germ does not
surprise us, but the individual or social body
that will to-day seriously propose the query deserves contempt. As well propose the question, "Am I my own keeper ?"
Signal failure is the result of signal misunderstanding. Man may not be accountable for
what he does not know, or for what he cannot
remedy; but law is law and miracles are not
wrought to accommodate the willful ignorance
of any man. The truth of this in the phvsical
sphere is manifest to all. No exercise means
no strength. But man was meant to grow not
only as an animal but as a man. To grow as
man he needs the help of man ; but more than
this he needs to help man. That man is to grow
by looking inward ; by wrapping about him the
cloak of self and saying here shall be the object
of my effort ; here the master of all my service ;
here the shrine at which I shall worship, 'tis
little short of madness, 'tis violation of a law,
the penalty is sure.
Is it not true that we are to-day as in no past
time recognizing the happy truth of Emerson ,
"Make yourself necessary and mankind will
give you bread ?" The world cannot insure a
living f or those who will not do some of the
work of the world. The world does insure
bread for those who know what d uty means.
Again , we know, "We live in deeds not years.
We need not for our present purpose separate
In thoughts, not breaths, in feelings not in fi g- the philosophy and religion of our day. It may
ures on a dial. We should count time by heart seem at times as if we were hurled out in a
throbs. He most lives who thinks most, feels whirling flood of confused and changing dodr

trines and uncertain sounding creeds. It may
seem at times as if the voices of the world ;
the voices of selfishness ; of deceit ; of unregenerate ambitions ; of intemperance of all
kinds ; of unrighteousness in high places, it
may seem as if these would drown the voice of
God. But go tell the fainted-hearted and
doubting minds the things ye do see. Go tell
them that by consent of history religion was
never imparting more of the Christ spirit to
men than to-day. Go tell them it never had a
higher aim than to-day. Go tell them it never
combined so intelligently as to-day the hearts
and the heads of men. Go tell them it never
entered with such triumphs the universities and
colleges as to-day. Go tell them that on the
Feb. 28th, 1894, in the city of Detroit there
opened the largest convention of students the
world has ever known , the Second International
Convention of the Students' Volunteer Movement for foreign missions. Go tell them the
number of educated men and women who are
offering their lives to the slums of our large
cities. Go tell them that never before was the
church so well organized to do intelligent charitable work. Yes, go tell them the poor have
had the Gospel preached to them. But more
than all this, back of all this, making all this
possible, go tell them that men never knew so
well before the meaning, of these words "Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
William Bodle Tuthill.
ARE AMERICANS BECOMING SOCIAL-

ISTS ?

Am ericans have , until recently, considered

docile. The industrial regime of laissez faire ,
or the "let alone" phase of political economics,
has been followed by so great a social wreckage
that the progressive economic thought of the
nineteenth century is demanding some principle
by which industrial development will not be followed by industrial degration.
In an attempt to fill this place there has
grown up the doctrine of Socialism, whose fundamental principle is the ownership of all propert y by the state and the concentration of all
capital in its hands.
In view of this we may ask, how far the State
m America has taken the place of industrial
and competitive effort ? As we review many of
the economic conditions of the present we see
that many institutions are fundamentally socialists that do not at first sight appear so. Among
these we may name the theory of Protection,
our system of roads and bridges, and a more
typical example, the common school. In view
of this, indeed, the Maine town , that votes to
substitute municipal for individual purchase of
text-books, makes a strong, if conservative,
socialistic moie. Then we might add the postoffice , boards of sanitary inspection, laws for
factory regulation, and the extension of forestry
control as further examples of this tendency.
We have, however, made more important
moves along another line of Socialism, even if
much less than the Continental Nations of Europe with their state insurance, strongly organized. Socialastic parties and state control of railways an d telegraph lines. We refer here to
cu rr ent legislation and municipal action. It is
here that we see the application of some of the
best economic thought to practical problems.
And it is here, if anywhere, that the claim must
be proved that America is becoming Socialistic.
Passing over such moves as inheritance and
income taxes, it is in the line of an extension
of municipal control over natu ral monopolies
and quasi-public works that America is making her notable advances. We see here Ifbw

themselves free from the violent social agitations of Europe ; since a rapid material development had produced industrial conditions not
likely to be disturbed by such social hurricanes.
Such a forecast, however , is n ow seen to have
been utterly false. For as the American glances
over the morning paper h e sees th at Socialism of
one form or another seems to fill the air. Such
things ar e portentous , as they are surely the successful socialistic industrial production has
violent breakers of a troubled social sea. A been in suoh cities as Wheeling, W.Va.; Hamrich, strong and determ ined , if often generous ilton , 0., and Phi ladelphia, where better service
plutocracy is facing a proletariat by no means along the line of water-works* gas-works, and

electric light plants has been furnished at a reduction of from twenty to sixty per cent. It is
also worthy of note that many New York millionaires have gained their princely fortunes by
the profitable control of natural monopolies.
Along the line of labor legislation in 1893,
we find laws in Kansas and Indiana requiring
weekly payments of wages by corporations and
in other States it is a misdemeanor to discharge
employees for joining labor unions.
Yet we are not to conclude from this hurried
survey that America is becoming socialistic,
For it will be noted that these moves have been
matters of business rather than of theory ; that
the socialistic tendencies have been conservative and cautious, and that government management has been merely supplementary to individual control. This proves the American rather
a conservative than a radical socialist. For he
sees that human nature cannot always fulfill the
the gorgeous conceptions of the theorist. He
declares that the nationalization of all industry
is too vast a project for even America to undertake. And above all, he sees that it undervalues individual freedom, individual character,
and the stimulus to individual exertion. The
American does not believe with Pundhon that
all property is robbery, or with Karl Marx that
labor is the source of all wealth. Nor does he
believe in a single economic principle, as the
Single Tax theory of Henry George or the
Nationalistic conceptions of Edward Bellamy.
Yet the American sees that an extension of
State control along the lines of natural monopolies and quasi-public works is a manifest advantage to all concerned ; but into the visionary phases of Socialism he has declined, and
seems like to decline to enter. But casting
aside the vagaries of the cr eed , he chooses that
safe m iddle gro und so fav orable to the best
ultimate results, and seeks by a consistent un ion
of the valuable elements in Ind i vi dualism an d
Socialism so to combine the strong points of
each as to retain the best of the old while keeping in touch with the spirit of the new. So far,
and only so far are Americans becoming Socialists.
*William Lincoln Jones.

THE POWER OF THE HOME.
Throughout our entire country new dwellings
are in process of construction daily. These are
our American homes, in which dwell the citizens of our land and from which is coming the
generation, which will soon guide our Republic.
These homes mould the characters of the citizens and through them, the character of the
nation. Therefore, the family influences must
be right. The formation of the famil y begins
at the altar and the only permanent basis of
family life is a conception of the marriage relations as sacred and inviolable.
The growing tendency to regard marriage as
a contract, made for fun and capable of being
broken at the will of either party, is taking the
form of an important social question. Why ?
Because upon the conception of the marriage
relation depends the formation of the famil y
and upon the family depends the character of
society.
The family is a powerful social organizaton ;
it has a four-fold relation to society, through
the school, church, community, state.
The family supplies the public schools with
pupils and, by its hearty co-operation, makes
the present system of education possible. But
it does more than this ; it implants in the impressionable mind of the child the fundame ntal
principles, that individual desire must yield to
general well-being and that authority must be
obeyed.
As the family furnishes the school with
pupils, so it fills the church with worshippers.
In itself , it is the most powerful religious organization in our land. That home which cherishes, as its dearest possession/ a famil y altar,
about which the members of the household
gather daily to worship God , supplies the
church with its most zealous workers ,• it sends
to the Sun day school ch ildren w ho have learned
rev erenc e f or religion, faith in God , and a desire to prom ote the com ing of h is kingdom on
earth. Such individuals take an active part in
the practical philanthropic efforts of the day.
The influence of the f amily extends , in a greater or less degree to the whole commuhi<y %
which it is situated. Justice in the home means]

ju stice in business dealings ; forbearance in the
home means consideration for the rights and
claims of individuals outside of the family circle;
purity in the home means better men and women in the community.
If such is the relation of the family to the
little social body of which it is a part, how much
greater seems its power, when we consider that
out from it come the men, who express the sentiment of the people in the laws, and decide for
right or for wrong the weighty questions of
state upon which depends individual prosperity.
Review for a moment the training which makes
of the child, a citizen. In the home he learns
that law must be obeyed. He is led, by example, to cultivate manly virtues. School,
church, and state, give nourishment to these
roots and the plant is a law-abiding citizen.
Thus the home plants the seeds and cares for
them ; school, church and state co-operate to
train the young growth but neither can alter
the innate nature of the germs.
Such is the importance of the discipline of
the home. Upon it depend the permanence of
American institutions and the progress of the
race. Every reform which will tend to raise
the social standard is needed. Since lack of
uniformity in marriage and divorce laws is a
vital source of evil, governmental control of
these would be a remedy.
Then the laws would become uniform ; certain healthful . conditions would be imposed,
such as a legal age for marriage ; the travelling
from one state to another in search of an easy
divorce or speedy marriage would be prevented.
Such a remedy must decrease, if not cure, the
evil, because it must elevate the standard of
moral life and place marriage in the light of a
sacred institution necessary to the well-being of
the people.
j. To conclude, we have seen the character of
Society is gover ned by the characters of the
homes, wh ich comp ose it , that the only foundation of a true home is a proper conception of
the' marriage relation.
- Then comes the social questions of how to
give rise to such a conception. The answer
;must be, by allowing the better class who regard
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marriage as an institution, created by God, holy
and permanent, to express this sentiment
through governmental control of marriage and
divorce laws.
Thu s is the root of the evil reached. A noble
conception of the vow, repeated at the altar, is
^
strengthened and supported by the strong arm
of a national law. The result must be a purer,
broader, more Christ-like home life, one of
which will spring improved educational, religious and governmental conditions.
Clara G. Jones.
EVOLUTION.
We find in the universe about us many forms
of animal life. Two theories have been advanced to account for their existence. The
first is called the theory of special creation,
the second is termed Evolution. The firs t declares that all species were specially created
just as we see them to-day and bear no relation
to each other. The second declares all life to
be related and all animals descended from common ancestors of low degree. The first theory
is a mere statement and can be substantiated
neither by science nor by revelation. ' A host of
facts can be adduced in support of the second.
First, the fossil records of past life. Such
history is, from its nature , imperfect. A ges have
passed leaving but scanty traces of a life which
we know must have been prolific. Besides,
many of the fossil bearing rooks are buried
many miles below the surface and the number
of fossils found is comparativel y small. Yet
enough of the past has been revealed to
make us certain that the simplest forms of
life existed in the earliest ages, and that
in the ages following the life forms became more and more complex. The lower species, meanwhile, show a constant tendency to
disappear as more highly organized and more
powerful animals are developed. This disappearan ce is not abrupt as if caused by some
su dden and destructive catastrophe, but is gradual, the fauna of one age blending almost impercept ibly into that of another. This, then
*
is the testimony of the rooks.
But we have other evidence than that sup-

plied by the records of past life. Living forms
tell their story no less clearly. A study of embryology brings us face to face with facts that
are unaccountable save by the theory of evolution. The embryo of man appears, at firs t, as a
bit of protoplasm in which we can find no evidence as to whether its nature is plant or animal. Next its animal nature is established , but
even now it differs in no respect from such
lowly animals as the amoeba or coral. Next
certain structural developments shows that it is
to be a vertebrate ; but whether fish, bird or
animal cannot be determined. . As the embryo
develops further it is evident that it is to be a
vertabrate ; possibly a dog, horse, or ape. Biology tells us that the development of the individual is but a repetition of that of the group to
which the individual belongs . Thus does the
embryo from which man sp rings compress into
a few weeks the results of millions of years and
set before him his development from the lowest forms of life and his more immediate descent
from the animals about him.
Another and very strong argument in favor
of the theory of the development of species is
gained from a study of the distribution of life
forms upon the globe. If each type of animal
was specially created, we should expect to see
similar animals living in similar localities and
in those localities best suited to them. But
this is not the case. South America and Africa ,
whose climate and physical features are almost
identical, possess very different fauna. Thus
if we adhere to the belief of special creation ,
the distribution of life seems very capricious.
Evolution explains the difference in fauna by
pointing out certain conditions, not climatic nor
physical, which induced in the animals of the
two continents different lines of development.
We have th u s not iced th r ee of the strongest
arguments in favor of the doctrine of evolution.
1st.—The fossil records of the past.
2d.—The development of the living embryo.
8d.—The distribution of life.

If then evolution be a fact and scientific men

liave long since aocepteoMt as such, can we ofi;er any explanation as to how and why it was
and is now being accomplished. The explana-

tion given by Darwinism is simple, conclusive,
inevitable. According to the theory of evolution, certain individuals have varied from others.
These variations have been transmitted and a
new and higher order of animal life has resulted. Darwinism merely offers an explanation as
to how these variations were acquired. It is well
known more organisms are born than can survive. Hence there is going on about us a constant struggle for life. The fittest survive, the
weaker are crowded out. In this life struggle
certain individuals develop elements of strength
by virtue of which they can survive the others.
These characteristics they transmit to their offspring and thus make them permanent. There
is no retrogression.
There are object ions urged against the doctrine of evolution. There are objections urged
against all generalizations. If the objection is
reasonable, we give it due respect, but very
often a spirit fostered by ignorance and prejudice prevails. Such a spirit, many men, liberal
in other respects, have cherished toward this
doctrine of evolution. The difficulty probabl y
arises from misconception of what evolution
really ineans.As a matter of fact , physically,
man is but the head of the animal kingdom .
However disagreeable it may be to admit it,
there is very little structural difference between
him and the man-like ape. Yet that there is
an immeasurable gap which separates man from
the rest of creation , no evolutionist would for a
moment deny. There can be no possible conflict between true science and religion. Evolution shows us how his body was developed ;
for the presence of the soul of man it offers no
explanation. "It deals with processes an d t hat
with the nature of things themselves." "It is
silent concerning theories that may ha,ve b een
adv anc ed to satisf y man 's innat e cu riosity as to
the whence and the whither. It leaves the genesis of min d an d of matter alike a profound
mystery." It does hot seek to penetrate into
the unknowable ; it simply offers a rational explana ti on for f acts that are well known ,but which
were hithert o unexplained. Least of all does
it attempt to do away with our conception oif a
Creator; it merely shows us" how he works."
A. H. Evans. '

THE TEMPLE TO ATHLETICS TORN valueless as a whole, because of its irregularity,
DOWN AND REMODELED.
but that it has become a source of positive inDivide 36,792,000, the number of minutes in jury, by reason of those ugly excrescenses—
a man 's lifetime by two, to provide for sleep and base ball and foot ball.
Base ball and foot ball are excrescenses berecreation, and we have a quotient of 18,396,000;
the latter number represents the minutes left to cause they require abnormal exertion on the
the individual for honest toil or for dishonest part of a few men and none from the large
body of students. Hence these games are of
idleness.
'
The ways in which God-given time can be no value to the college in general, as a means of
misspent are innumerable ; I wish to call atten- exercise.
When viewed from the player's standpoint,
tion to but one ; the absurd way in which athletics sports are pursued and tolerated in our base ball and foot ball exhibit still stronger reasons for their discontinuance. To whatever
New England colleges.
Young men are sent to college for the avowed extent enthusiasm for them increases among
purpose of cultivating mind and body. Such the players, to an equal extent the player's effibeing the case, the question arises : How can ciency in his studies must wane. Ambition for
this double system of cultivation best be carried reputation as a student gives place to ambition
out ? To this question we would expect to find for cheap newspaper renown.
a satisfactory reply by turning to the methods
Time and again, we see rugged young men
which have been adopted by the colleges them- whose physical endowments would enable them
selves. We look, and behold, a ridiculous com- te be of pre-eminent value in the legitimate debination of reason and nonsense ! For develop- partments of business, decide at the end of
ment of mind we find laid down courses in lan- their courses to become professional athletes,
guages and in sciences which contain the best and henceforth their hopes are as those of the
results of ages of human research. For devel- lifeless stalk, whose empty husks are waved by
opment of body, we find laid down—courses in the vagrant winds—things of the past. If the
not one of those trades whose dexterity pro- ball player does not become a professional in
duces our food, manufactures our clothes and the end, a cramping of efficiency due to lack of
builds our houses ; but in their stead we are knowledge, which might have been his had he
taught to swing clubs and play ball !
thrown away less time, is sure to be felt.
While in our colleges the mind of the stuThe percentage of ball p layers, who become
dent is under the influence at different times of either wholly
or partially disabled from overfrom fifteen to an unlimited number of instructexertion or accident, is very large. Men whom
ors, the poor body is relegated to the will of a
the Creator gave grace an'd perfection of body
single man, and he too, frequently one who
are now frequently to be seen maimed for life,
knows little or nothing of the anatomy of the
obliged to confess to their everlasting discredit
human frame I Add to this the fact that the
and dishonor that these imperfections , these
work is often made optional , and who can be
stiff joints and scars which mar their mortal
surprised that interest in the department flags,
frames are the fruits of unrestribted loyalty to
that the instructor is blamed for that which is
base ball or foot ball.
jn o wise his fault, and worst of all, that the stuIn th eir econ om ic aspects, base ball and foot
j dent, unless by some happy chan ce he m ay
have learned by himself to take exercise regu- bail pr esent no features wh ich can ju stify their
larly, goes out from college weakened in oon- existence. The figures which represent the
j stitution of body and with a consequent liability amounts , under the head of expenses, paid out
during a single season by some b all teams, are
I to rapid mental exhaustion!
On further ' examination , it appears that . the simply astounding, All these sums are a dead
fc purke in; physical training is rendered not only loss,

But the moral evils of base ball and foot ball
are most of all" to be deplored. Colleges should
set standards of morality. These standards
cannot be hi gh ones if college authorities themselves encourage such sports as lead directly to
betting. Besides colleges should teach men that
time is precious and not to be spent in frivolty.
Doubtless many of my hearers have been saying, mentally at least, "But ball games advertise our college, bring in new men." Ah ! who
dare assert that students can be attracted by such
paltry means ? Which of our New England
colleges would allow one of the men whose
names are enrolled upon its catalogue to meet a
man from a sister college in a prize fi ght, if by
that means a few more could be brought into
the next Freshman class ? Would the men so
brought in be worth having ?
After all these evils of the present system of
physical culture have been considere d and the
fact noted that there is not one argument
worthy of the nam e, to be adduced in its defence, shall we say that the "Ultima Thule" of
progress in athletics has been reached ?
The remedy for all these evils is one which
has already been tacitly alluded to. Courses
must be laid down in the department of physical training, just as in the department of mental training. These courses should be selected
from a wide range of useful trades and arts,
which require bodily exertion. Each course
should have its own special instructor. The
work would no longer need to be optional. Intercollegiate games of all sort should be prohibited
and athletic sports should be allowed as a means
of recreation only between fellow students on
their own grounds.
The advantages of the proposed system over
the old system of physical training are obvious.
Every student must take his quota of exercise
daily, just as regularly as he takes his lessons
in Horace or Euclid.
The economic side is by no means least important. Energy exerted for exercise would
then produce goods. Not all college men can
enter upon professionals careers. And hence
in many kinds of busi n ess the student m ight
make cons i derable headway during h is college

course. The goods made by the students should
be made of a salable nature, and each student
should have the proceeds of his work.
The moral influence would be most salutary.
The wholesome lesson of the nobility of work
can be taught in no better place than in the
college. We should have no betting, no
trifling. Not more than two hours each day
need be required for the exercise of the student,
so that he would not be shut off thereby from
an eye-view of what is taking place in the
world outside.
The system proposed in place of that in vogue
at present, has been outlined onl y in the man.
Details would require careful thought , and
some experimating, of course, would be necessary.
F. L. Ames.
YES OR NO?
Shall woman vote ? Shall she be granted
that right of suffrage , which, as some maintain,
has been so long withheld from her ? Many
would answer yes, immediately and emp hatically, while others would ans wer no just as
promptly. Let us avoid both extremes and endeavor to jud ge with impartial eye, the merits
of the case, as they appear to us.
As a preliminary, it may not be out of place
to mention the fact that this question of woman's suffrage is a universal theme of discussion. Newspapers and periodicals teem with
the subject. In letters bi g and letters small
we see it written-, "women must be man 's equal
or a slave," equality being expressed in terms
of voting.
The time was when women were slaves, but
that was in the dim ages of the past, and all
the talk about the slavery of women in the light
of the present is only the raking over of dead
ashes in the vain endeavor to discover a living
spark. It is true that the education of the sex
was never so broad , deep an d h ealthful as it is
to-day, yet beautiful types of the intellectual
and moral woman existed before our days.
Sweet, strong, helpful and true they were, and
they did not look upon themselves as slaves;
The woman of to-day is adm itted to every

profession, colleges and universities are opening their doors to receive her. In art, literature and science she has made her mark. Yet
this does not satisfy universal suffrage for
she is not yet able to exercise her talents in politics ; therefore the cry of slavery
and " emancipation is raised. Woman is a slave
because she does not enjoy the privilege of
helping to stuff the ballot box.
All this appears foolish and at variance with
common sense. Just as if entrance to political
life is to be the liberation and crowning glory
of woman. Possibly we share in the delusion
that Matthew Arnold attributes to to his fellow
countrymen , that "the having a vote, like the
having a large family, or a large business, or
large muscles, has in itself some edif y ing and
perfecting effect upon human nature ."
The plea is made, however, that politics will
never lose those elements which so debase it
until woman's influence begins the work ?of
cleansing and purification. We believe all this,
but maintain that such influence should be
wielded from the home and not by the use of
the ballot. Not because she may not do honor
to herself, not because she is not intellectually
and morally capable of entering such a sphere,
but because there are other duties which demand the best of her, her time, her attention ,
and her care. The arena for the man, the home
for the woman, is our creed. What a broad
sphere the home is! It is the source of every
great and noble action , of every pure and generous impulse. The home or the family life is
warp and woof of all strong government and
social coherence. The light of the home is
caught up and reflected from innumerable
facets, political, as well as social and religious.
If the home is of such importance, how much
more so is the maker of it. There she is queen,
and like a queen she should use all the powers
n atural and acquir ed , to ennoble the lives of
those about her. Father , brother, h usban d an d
son come under her sway, and it is hers to
/mould them ar ight. May not the forming of
true and noble characters oxert an irresistable
power in politics ? Set woman as she has done,
and is doing, by the might of her glorious wo-

manhood, continue to raise and elevate society,
by improving to her utmost the home, which is
only the smaller circle within the larger, whose
life becomes the nation's life, and whose good
or evil becomes the world's good or evil.
By nature, by God-given powers and endowments, she is man's equal mentally and morally,
whether she votes or not. Equal both, each
created to serve, develop and perfect the other ,
the work of one is to be the supplement of that
of the other. Why should a little fancied superiority cause such wrangling and haranguing.
The following may perhaps serve as a good illustration of what has been said: At the outbreak of our civil war in the little town of B— ,
lived a family by the name of R. The wife was
a Republican and a Unionist, while her husband
was a Democrat and a Southern sympathizer,
as well as her father, two sons and two brothers. By her constant and untiring devotion to
her country, by the force of her cogent reasoning and woman's conviction, she won over to
her side, father, husband, sons, and brothers.
Though she could not cast a vote in person,
yet through her influences she cast six votes
for the Union, and gave to the Union cause soldiers sons and brothers. Thus it is shown that
woman's power may be ielt in politics. Then
unjust legislation and oppression of the weaker
sex will disappear, and her triumph will be more
complete , more perfect, than if she walked up
to the ballot-box on election day and threw a
vote.
Sadie Loantha Beown.
GLADSTONE.
Modern social conditions owe much of their
present development to the work of individuals.
Social and political evolutions find their birth
in the brain of some eminent public leader.
For the past thirty years Europe has recognized
the leadership of two men. Bismarck determined to wrap the German states about Imperial Prussia, t o make an iron empire. The
strongest military power in the world is the result. Gladstone found a great kingdom chafing unde r old aristocratic prejudices ; with a
giant intellect quick to catch the import of pub

lie opinion, this champion of the English people
has slowly drawn Englishmen toward his Utopia. Is time the great judge about to decide
between these two policies of government ?
Within a few months the Imperial Master of
Germany has found himself unequal to the
pressure of socialistic sentiment ; he has been
forced to recall from his retirement the Maker
of the Empire. Amid the cries of the populace,
"Our Bismarck has come back," the Emperor's
arms are outstretched to receive him. The
world will watch the result ; except the owners
belie the spirit of the age, not even the iron
prince, Bismarck may prevail against the torrent
of socialistic feeling setting against him.
On the other hand, the man upon whom
English eyes have rested with almost divine
animation, rich in years, rich in all honor, rich
in the good found for his countrymen after a
political career of sixty years has stepped aside
from the van of that grand phalanx of reform ,
the Liberal party of England. The world is
satisfied that whoever his successors may be,
he can but lead in the way already mapped out
by the retired chief.
. As a party leader, Gladstone has stood a
Colossus among giants. It was not by catering
to the views of his subordinates that he held
the numerous factions of his party bound about
himself, the common center. It was not by
temporizing and trifling over line issues that
he won his splendid majorities from the English
franchise. He stood as the opponent of his
party rather than its policy. In grappling with
national problems, party interests and personal
fears were swept out of sight. Nothing but the
most intense faith in this lofty intellectual leader,
towering above statesmen and scholars of his age
has reconciled weaker politicians to the crushing
defeats so often encountered under his leadership.
In the province of the orator the personality
of . Gladstone again attracts attention. As an
English debater he stands without a peer.
With a master hand the bold pictu re outline of
his speech is drawn ; with quiet ri d icule the
faults and defects of his opponent's arguments
are pointed out j another bold stroke and the

whole field of real argument is open, and point
after point is impressed upon the hearer, not by
any passion of brilliant oratory, but through
the vehicle of pure reason. The plainness
of dress, the thick-set, heavy body, the ungraceful attitudes are forgotten. The brilliant
burning, earnest eyes, the spirit and warmth of
the homely countenance bespeak the intense
earnestness of the man. The sweet silver-toned
voice so full of persuasive accents, the steady
rapid flow of words poured forth in long involved sentences without a hitch or instant's
loss of the right word have charmed all hearers. Listening to those soft, appealing tones
even Gladstone's enemies have felt ashamed
that they could not yield to the feelings of their
better natures, and come into full sympath y
with the speaker. This power is exercised only
by the highest type of orator. Far beyond any
destinction won as a successful politician, or as
a party leader, or as an orator, Gladstone stands
pre-eminent as a social and political reformer.
No statesman since Oliver Cromwell has struck
such decisive blows m the interests of the common people. Where the greatest social wrongs
have existed the most radical remedies have
been applied. Ireland dominated by a church
hierarch y which represented the religious sentiments of a small minority, Ireland ground down
by a haughty horde of foreign landlords, Ireland, filled with violence because of abuses that
no foreign legislation could remedy, Ireland
pleading for a home government, needed a
political emancipation. From the lofty heights
to which the waves of public sentiment had
lifted him, Gladstone struck the death blow of
the Irish church , the grip of the landlord was
loosed, and the central purpose of all the splendid statesmanship of later days has been to secure a home government for Ireland!.
In England the Gladstone policy has been
termed a system of compromise as opposed to
these decisive movements in behalf of Ireland.
Eng land needed no such active measures, England heartily supported her existing institutions. What she needed was increased privileges f or her comm on people. Legislation

which opened large facilities for the education

of the poorest , legislation which extended the
franchise until the humblest Englishman was
lifted to the highest political liberty, legislation
which has modified and abolished deep-seated
predjudices and lessened the distance between
aristocracy and peasantry, such legislation is
anything but a system of compromise. The
aristocratic House of Lords stripped of its governmental importance lies impotent ! The onward strides made by the Commons to assume
ever increasing legislative rights have been
phenomenal. These facts illustrate the tremendous equalizing force of Gladstone 's policy.
Few men have been so enthroned in public
confidence. The title, "Grand Old Man ," is
born not of the fact that Gladstone was the
best financier England ever produced, not of
the fact that his oratory could marshal a host of
sympathizers about his standard. Men have
expected to find a politician standing upon a
party platform ; the political stratum has been
pierced and Gladstone's true basis disclosed, the
basis of human feeling ! It is the man Gladstone that towers above the statesman. His
foreign policy was weak simply because, unlike
a Bismarck , or a Disraeli, he could not build up
England upon the destroyed privileges of other
nations. England's touch with the weak . states
of the East should mean peace and the blessings
of a Christian civilization. Egyptian , Etheopian, Bulgarian, were apart from any accident
of nationality. Men I as such they were members of the great human brotherhood , and
worthy of all respect paid Englishmen ! Little
wonder that statesmen and politicians, to whom
human bein g are mere fi gures on the diplomotic
chess-board, grew exasperated. Little wonder
that su ch generosity of human feeling was not
co-extensive with brilliant natural success.
Other men could sacrifice principle. Not so,
this keen, emotional nature under the spur of a
powerful intellect. The great heart feels the
fo r ce of great princi ples. They are clothed in
concrete forms and color. They are objects to
be embraced as n oble, or condemned as wicked.
Glad ston e has again and again sacr ificed office
to love of truth ; truth for sake of office , neve r !
Is it strange that a form of hero-worship has

been tendered such a man ? Englishmen
learned to trust him. Repeated trials proved
that ins one case, at least, a politician could be
intensely human, true to his conscience, faithful to his countrv, devoted to the service of his
God and the realization of his own highest
spiritual being. Let men mock at such heroworship if they will ! There is nothing grander
than true manhood. Human heroism cannot
mount higher than the ideal of the Galilean.
"Do unto others as you would that they should
do unto you."
'
Theodore Kinney.
THE ORIGIN OF RELIGION.
The idea of religion is as old as the race. In
his eastern cradle man first commenced with
God, and since that day the idea of religion has
been ever present with him.
No man exists without a religion ; it may not
be formulated, its creed he may not know—but
its power he acknowledges by his life.
But how originated this idea ? Many answers
have been proposed. One answer places its origin
in tradition—regardless of the fact that tradition
only perpetuates—never originates.
Another places it in fear, thus making religion
the effect on rude minds of storms, earthquakes
and the like. But a religion of fear is not lasting, there must be some deeper source.
Another view makes religion begin in fetichworship, then rise through the worship of animals to loftier deities conceived as clothed in
human form.
But the earliest deities, which history brings
to notice were heavenly beings—not animals or
men.
Another answer makes ancestor-worship the
source of religion. But this theory does not accord with the facts of history. The earliest objects of heathen worship were not cloth ed in
human form . More consistent is the theory
that religion springs from the perception jof
marks of design in nature. But this answer is
not sufficient. The phenomena of religion has
a profounder and" more spiritual source. They
must spring from the original perceptions and
aspirations of the human soul.

We must look within. Man has a religious
nature. What is great in Architecture, in Painting, in Literature and Art, has been the product
of the development of a religious idea.
Look at the temples reared by man ! Look
at the works of the Old Masters ! A Sistine
Madonna I An Assumption ! Look at Literature ! The Bible—Milton's great epic—Bunyan's Pilgrim Progress—not to speak of the
works of heathen authors who were no less inspired by their religions.
What gave the Delphic Oracle its power ?
Not the priest, not Apollo, but the inward
yearning of mens' hearts. What gives power to
the Gospel of Christ ? Without deny ing the
omnipotence of God, what gives the Gospel
power is the religious nature of man seeking satisfaction. This Gospel satisfies it.
And this nature belongs exclusively to man ;
for no other animal ever manifested a religious
nature .
Whence, then, does it come ? If man developed it through ancestor-worship, as some have
claimed , then most phenomenal progress must
have been made. - But such progress is absurd.
We must look for some more probable origin!
The most satisfying one has already been implied , viz :—That God endowed man with this
nature by a special creative act. "And the Lord
God breathed into his nostrils the breath of Uf e ,
and man became a living soul." A reli gious
nature was thus a part of mans' equipment as
man.
But of what use is nature without something
for it to grasp ? A religious nature without a
religion is impossible. God must have revealed
himself to man, and man must have consciously
communed witjh God at the beginning. Given
a draught from the very springs of life, man
could never forget it. Henceforth religion must
be necessary. On no other hypothesis can a
satisfactory answer be given ? We cannot rid
ourselves of the idea of religion before we
surrender up our very nature. Nay more !
Away with arguments ! Try th e test of faith ;
consult facts. No man ever gave himself up to
the worship of God , without God's r evealing
himself to him.

The unruffled surface of the water pictures in its
bosom the heaven above. So it is the unruffled
soul that can picture God, and mark out for itself a theory of the origin of religion which the
schools do not teach, but which may be the experience of every living soul.
Religion, then, has its origin, primarily, in the
religious nature of man, which is the gift of God
distinguishing him from the rest of creation ;
secondarily, in the revelation of God to man, as
the One who alone can satisf y his yearning and
make his life complete.
Daniel Webster Kimball.
A QUESTION OF ADVANTAGE.
To what purpose is this waste?—Matt. 26 :8.

The practical man speaks here. What is to
come from expenditure, be it in time or thought
or coin ? What promises no immediate return
is not worth doing. Why, then , should men
pay costly treasure for sentiment or mak e investment which shall bring reward only in distan t years ? Naj'-, rather seize the present.
The question is so often asked concerning
the student's outlay for tho future that it will
not be counted mis-use of opportunity if out of
the sphere of application his work shall be canvassed anew. Four years, seven years, ten
years spent in getting ready ! Time gone, effort gone , money gone ; to what purpose is this
waste ? For answer we consider :—
I. Misconcep tions and false ideals of college
work .
College conditions are not always rightly
conceived even b y workers. It is not strange^
therefore, that they are misconceived by onlookers. Student life is thus made to appear
different from what it is. Perils there are in it,
but nothing like the perils often pictured.
Safeguards are provided at every point possible.
Body, mind, and heart are protected not less
secu r ely than in other lines of action. For
many a magical quality in heres in the name of
college. Mere association with students is regarded as in some way chang in g a man , so that
the d u llard may become a philosoph er merely
by looking at books and seeing others use them.
Frequently the mistake is made of regard-

ing the gathering of facts as the chief function of college work. This is part, important, but subordinate to the function of developing power. To be added is a false ideal of
liberty. Too much for individual and general
good student life has been conceived as exempt
from the regulation which . controls the life of
other citizens. At the opposite extreme is the
picture of the student as a book-worm. Man
was made for a better purpose than to serve as a
book-mark . Knowled ge always has reference
to use. Possibly the commonest misconception
of all regards the end of student work realized
in dilettanteism, a kind of elegant, useless performance of elegant, useless tasks. Nothing
could be father from truth.
If such conceptions were not misconceptions
college life would be non-moral, if not positively immoral. Happily there are offsetting conditions which meet even the semblance of truth
involved in them. These are found in :
II. Ends and aims of student endeavor.
There are at least four :
1. Power. Every man to the extent that
he is a man can say, "I am able." That which
thus finds expression is power and the consciousness of it. To increase power is a college aim. . It involves development, capacity, inspiration, persistence, intensity.
2. Method. The trained man has immense
advantages over the untrained. He knows
himself and his work. He knows , too, how to
bring himself to bear upon his work at least
cost of energy.
3. Culture. This is practical acquai ntance
with the best in the world's life. In the spirit
of culture all callings are unified, all power increased, all life ennobled.
4. Character. All training issues in this.
The man is more than the student always. Education is seriously defective which stops short
of better life.
The wisest courses lay st ress upon the thi n gs
suggested in these four aims. Power, Method ,
Culture and Characte r cover pr et ty n early the
whole of life.'
lit The practical test. '
Educational h istory is in par t wr itten in the

special histories of societies and states. The
fibre of manhood is then tested on a large scale.
Our own civil war 'bears important witness.
There is food for thought in the history of the
college in the war Innumerable memorial , tablets on college walls tell the same story that is
told by monuments raised by grateful communiti es.
A further important element is in the distinctively religious work of college. A larger proportion than is generally supposed of college
students are christian men and live like chris tians. There are few towns that are not better
morally for being college communities. There
are few colleges that lack organized religious
effort. Conversions are not less frequent on
the average among students than among our
regular church congregations.
But the crowning test lies in leadership. In
professional lines educational influence is undisputed. In practical lines, too, which educated men have entered great advantage is
found in completeness of mastery made possible by discipline already undergone. In the
sphere of moral influence the college can claim
a worthy part. The leaders of Christian thought
to-day are trained men, and it is the college that
has made them what they are.
So when the question is raised again, "to
what purpose is the waste ?" our answer is
ready. There is no waste. These years are no
years of leisure, but of most serious enterp rise.
When the mower whets his scythe he is not losing time. When the day's work is done he is
found to have prospered in his work in proportion to his faithfulness in performing that task.
The years of study are the years of getting
ready. Within ten years of active life, they are
made up. The rest of the time is clear gain.
Student training thus vindicates itself in effectiveness.
(Abstract of Baccalaureate Sermon,)
By Prksidknt Whitman .

Attract ? of Jupiol? Parb ?
THE FLORENTINE DEFENDER.
Europe in the sixteenth century was in a state
of social and political revolution. The reforma-

tion was in progress and was overturning old
institutions and establishing new. Nation rose
up against nation ; where before had been one
church, the supreme, were sects and new orders ;
nothing was permanent ; everything was in a
state of transition.
Nowhei e was the disturbance more seriously
felt than in the would-be republic of Florence.
Glorious in the summer sun of Italy, nestled
among her blue hills, adorned by the fairest
works of art, Florence had been wooed^ and
claimed by all the great potentates of Europe.
But she longed to be free ; . and sometimes
when her claimants were absorbed in their
struggle with one another, she did enjoy a semblance of freedom. It was so in the early part
of the century, and for a few years happy, enthusiastic, li ght-hearted Florence was contented.
Poetry, music, art, flourished as never before.
Lorenzo de Medici, at the head of the government was a patron of all the arts. His gardens
were full of graceful statues, and the Florentines, to whom the enjoyment of beauty was not
a luxury but a necessity, loved him.
Amid such surroundings there grew up in
Florence, a young sculptor who surpassed in
skill and delicacy of touch , even the masters in
the art. At the gate of the city he had placed
a statue of the shepherd boy David. "As the
youth by the help of God slew the giant, so
Florence would one day destroy her enemies,
and live her beauty-loving life quite free." So
said the young sculptor of the David, Michael
Angelo. But woe was in store for Florence.
It seemed as though all tho powers on earth
were uniting against the city. The pope was
planning a seige, the German Emperor was in
alliance with the pope ; and the French King
to whom Florence would naturally turn , had
only plans of such obvious impracticability, as
to seem to be devised in mockeiy. Where
should th e young republ ic look f or help?
Where but to her greatest son, the poet, painter,
sculpt or , Michael Angelo ?
M ichael Angelo was in Rome , carving a mausoleum "f or the pope—one that should exceed in
grandeur and beauty any seen before , But at
the cry of Florence he dropped his chisel. "He

would free his city as he had freed the great
David from the marble that imprisoned it."
Boldly and energetically he set about fortif ying
the city. At last all was ready ; arj d in January the papal army lay outside the city walls.
The battlements were strong and there were
supplies in abundance in the city. Florence
hopeful of a final victory. But as the months
went by the enthusiasm that had filled the
hearts of the beseiged was supplanted by fear.
The supplies were rapidly diminishing, and pestilence within the city walls, crme to be dreaded
more than the army without. August came ;
hope was almost dead in the heart of the valiant
defender of the beseiged city. Her citizens had
been ready to fi ght till death for Florence ; but
who can make war against famine, disease and
treachery ? For it was treachery at last that
conquered Florence. One day a trai tor opened
the city gates. All the joy and light-heartedness went out from the laughing city and her
hopes of liberty were dead as the hostile army
was lead through her streets .
Sadly back to his work went the noble defender of Florence. He wrought the tomb of
the Medici. It is not a monument to an insignificant Lorenzo or Giulo, but to the great city
whose last stru ggle had now ended. He carved
Dawn—not the gay rosy-fingered Amora of the
ancients, but a powerful queen, with anguish in
her face, reluctlantly rousing herself to meet
the duties of the day. Twilight and day tell of
mortal conflict, anguish and hopelessness, of a
fatigue and despair of the soul that go infinitely
beyond any mere weariness of the body. Night
sleeps ; but not the sleep of rest. She says,
Grateful Is sleep and still more sweet while woe
And pain endure , 'tis to be stone like me 5
And highest fortune not to feel or see ;
Therefore awake me not. Speak low ! Speak low J"
Alice M. Bray, '%,
A GLIMPSE AT EDUCATION.
The tremend ous pr oblem of human destiny
has presented itself to the keenest intellects of
every age j far visioned men have become discouraged and dispondent in vain attempts to
fi n d its solution , and jud ging from the best that
man has yet conceived in this direction , it would

seem as though the problem would remain unanswered this side another world. It has, however, been the opinion of time's wisest philosophers that the greatest solvent for human difficulties lies in the power of education.
Never at any period of history was this belief
so general as at the present day, and so in taking
but a glimpse at education , let us ask three
questions, concerning this importan t factor of
our every day life.
First.—What is education ?
Second—What is the end of education ?
Third-—How is it possible to attain this end ?
The most general answer to the first question
would include the whole of life's activities, for
if life is not educational, it is not worth the
living. The value of the influences at work upon our lives may be found by testing the power
they have to develop our faculties and feelings
and thereby widen our influence , increase and
intensif y our joy, enlarge and perfect our manhood.
But to be more specific we will define education as that power, which must be brought to
bear on the three elements of man's nature ;
body, mind and spirit in such a way as to fit him
for the noblest and most efficient use of his
faculties.
The body embraces man 's physical nature and
should not merely as an organ of strength and
adaptability, with a view to symetry in form , and
gracefulness in motion , while all the physical
organs should be so trained as to make the outward world as intelligible as possible.
The mind includes all the intellectual functions. It should be educated to think and above
all, to discriminate and to comprehend so as to
become a depository of sound knowledge, and a
power in logical reasoning.
The spirit we denominate as by f ar the most
important element of men 's being. It includes
all the moral functions , and should be trained
to r ecogn ize, and to enforce the rights and obligations of every individual ; it should be inured
to bear misfortune m anful ly ; to stan d for truth
courageously, and to hate the form of falsehood ;
it should be tau ght to sympathiz e with and relieve distress ; it should be trained to exercise
faith, not alone in God but in man.

iou will all agree that until these three elements shall receive due recognition, we cannot
hope to see the thoroughly educated gentleman.
What is the end of education ?
Two answers to this question are close at
hand. Greece gives one, Rome the other. To
the Greek mind, the "Summum Bonum" of education was the attainment of the beautiful in
whatever sphere they wrought. The harmonious development of mind and body was the only
worthy aim of life. A beautiful individuality
was the ideal of education. An Athenean
Greek sought no other, his watchword was culture.
Rome thought of education in another light.
She says the end of education is the power it
gives one for life's business. Her youth were
trianed to regard effectiveness in the business
affairs of every day life as the goal of his ambis
tion.
Little attention was given to asthetic development, all to the production of a practical individuality. His watchword was utility.
But a ninth century answer to his question
should be more comprehensive than either of
those already given.
The end of education is to bring man, as a
created being, into harmony with all other created things. Discord, jar and strife are the
cause of the world's unrest. A man is out of
harmony with himself , if his body is developed ;
he is out of harmony with the world he lives in
if his mind cannot grasp the facts which lie
about him ; he is out of harmony with humanity,
if he fails to recognize hisnei ghbor's legitimate
rights as co-equal with his own.
Then education must have for its end, more
than culture, and utility ; we must add sympathy. When man came forth fresh from the
hand of his maker, he heard the Creator say ,
take the earth and subdue it. That means the
world above, beneath , without and within him.
He was sent on a mission of conquest.
The goal of education must be to place nfan
triumph ant in the fu ll grown glory of his manhood ; to place him entire with all the faculties
of his being fitted for their hi ghest possible efficiency. How is it possible to attain this end ?

Educators of all periods have advocated the
diffusion of knowledge as the cure of poverty,
crime and wrong-doing ; but here we are in the
closing years of the nineteenth century of the
Christian era, and poverty is abundant, the
amount of crime is terribly alarming, while
wrong doing is rampant as ever.
Alison says that intellectual cultivation has
no effect in arresting the source of evil in the
human heart. Herbert Spenser asserts that we
have no evidence that education , as commonly
understood, is a preventive of crime. Quertlet
a Belgran statistician, has presented an array of
figures which seem to make his position impregnable, and he declares that crime is altogether relative to the moral status of a community, and not to the amount of mind culture.
In the face of these assertions there can be no
durable hope for the world from education , if
by education we mean merely body and mind
development. But education, as we have defined it, means more than that ; it is broader
and deeper ; loftier and holier, but the attainment of the end can only come by a stern ,
straight-forward dealing with the moral or
spiritual element.
He is an incredulous man, who will not believe in God and a future life. Some time ago
I stood beside the white coffin of a little child ;
its winning attractiveness had all departed, it
lay still in death . I ask where is the child who
kissed me but yesterday ; the answer comes,
Nowhere ! I take the dictionary of modern
science and search, but fail to find such a place
in its vocabulary.
During my first school years, I committed to
memory a sentence which I could not understand, and after years of varied education , I am
still unable to comprahend its meaning. I got
it from an old book, and have put it side by side
with the grandest words of our greatest poets,
but it seems to overshadow in importance, and
transcend in grandeur anything with which it
can be compared, as a touch-stone for education. Every child should commit it in the
home, every infant should repeat it in the primary sch ool;eve ry student in h igh school and Academy should have it impressed upon him ; it

should be emphasized to every scholar in the
University, and in after life the man should
ponder its deep significance until its spirit
should become the soul of all life's activities,
"The fear of the Lord is the begining of wisdom." Not a coward's fear, but a fear honor
born , for without such fear,, education is like a
ship without a rudder, or anchor on the ocean
of time. Such a fear at the root of all growth
would impart new meaning to all development.
Such a fear would beget appreciation and ther e
can be no permanent progress apart from appreciation.
S. R. Robinson.
SEMBLANCE AND REALITY.
During the war a singer of great beauty and
of rare gifts sang "Home Sweet Home," before
an audience of soldiers. Brave, fearless, and
hardy men as they were, there was that in the
singer 's voice, a plaint of longing, of memory,
of the agony of separation from the heart's dear
ones, to which they could not listen unmoved.
Long ere the simple song was ended there was
not a dry eye among the hearers, and rough,
hardened men wept, as they had not wept since
their innocent days of childhood. Who may
know how much of the power and pathos of her
voice came from the fact that her soul felt its
own eternal separation from the pure joys, the
holy pleasures of home, a home once her own
but now through misfortune forever lost.
Homer tells us of the Trojan-damsels called
together to mourn over the slain Patroclus ;
though they wept loudly and beats their breasts
over the body of the hero, as if they wept for
him alone, yet each was bemoaning her own
especial hero torn from her arms by the cruel
fate of war and slain upon the blood y field. To
them the dead Patroclus, though a leader among
the warriors, was but a semblance , The reality
was the unknown heroes whose death no crowds
of mourners had gathered to bewail.
The r eality th at th er e is in semblance often
pr esents a stran gen ess with fi rst th ought , because we are in the h ab it of regar d ing semblance
as unreal , b ut as the th ought deepens the
strangeness disappears.

In art, in poetry, in music, the woik is but a
semblance of the inmost soul of the master.
The artist pictures upon his canvass images
which have been imprinted upon his heart and
soul, the surrounding facts, the glowing landscapes,—the passions and realities of his own
life. Browning, Wordsworth, Longfellow, every true poet has portrayed in his poems semblances of his native land and fireside.
Who can listen to the symphonies of Beethoven and not be stirred by the almost heavenly power of the great genius, and why ? Is it
not because he put into them his inmost being
portraying his different moods, telling his happiness or his melancholy, expressing the pathos
or the passion with which he was inspired as if
by the will of the Divine Being. All this creates in the soul of the listener recollections of
similar realities.
We of ten find that the pathos of poet ry and
fiction has derived its power from the actual
grief of the writer, and every song or story
which has caused its readers to weep has had
its first baptism in the author 's tears.
It is noc the genius which inspired them
which makes the sonnets of Petrach so charming and effecting ; it is the reality of the ardent
yet hopeless love which breathes in them. It is
the actual friendship on which the poem, "In
Memoriam," is based which gives it favor and
immortality in spite of the stiltedness and affectation of many of its parts. The peculiar sadness that shadowed Charlotte Bronte's life, gives
her book a power of which no one can be insensible.
Here and there the revelation of a hfe-histoiy
like that of Cowper or Kirke White gives meaning . to the worn out fable of the nightingale
that sang but the louder and sweeter for the
thorn that pierced her breast, and we no longer
doubt that "poets learn in suffering what they
teach in song."
Behind the fiction of life are facts the latter
giving to the former both outline and feature .
And beyond the semblances that ar e constant ly
misgusding us there is the r eality of a life p u r e
arid peaceful, of a love unboun ded in its greatness.

"The way at times may dark and dreary seem,
No ray of sunshine on our path may beam,
The dark clouds hover o'er us like a pall ;
But still with honest purpose toil we, on,
And if our steps be upright, straight and true,
Far in the East a golden light shall dawn ,
And the bright smile of God come bursting through
Clara Belle Tozier

CHARLES LAMB ,
The name of Charles Lamb should be cherished by all lovers of sound literature and of true
men, for it stands for one who was rich in all
that makes life sweet or memory dear. His
letters and essays, full as they are of the sweetness and nobility, the mirth and melancholy of
their author's life, best tell his story. Born in
1775 in the Inner Temple all his earlier days
were cast amid the quaint places of London.
The church, the gardens, the fountains, the
river, these were his earliest recollections.
Charles Lamb's happiest days perhaps were
those spent as a school-boy at Christ's Hospital
where he picked up his "small Latin and less
Greek", and where he became acquainted with
Coleridge "th e inspired charity boy" who first
kindled in him the love of poetry, and beauty,
and kindliness. Poverty and deepening anxieties of a graver character in the home, made it
necessary that Charles leave school at an early
age, and enter the work-a-day world as clerk in
the East India House. There was insanity in
the family. Charles himself had had a touch of
it, and was in an asylum for a short time, while
his sister Mary had been repeatedly attacked by
the malady. One day in a fit of uncontrollable
frenzy she seized a knife , fatally stabbed her
mother and wounded her father. She was at
once shut up in an asylum, and Charles Lamb
was left to face his trial alone. Poor, frail boy
though he was he stooped down and without
sigh or sound took upon himself the burden of a
life-long sorrow, So long as his father lived he
cared for him patientlv although th e old man
who was fast becom in g imbecile was querulous
and faultfinding to an extreme,
W ith what tenderness does Lamb describe him
in one of his essays. "I saw him in his old age:,
and the decay of his faculties, palsy-smitten, in

the last sad stage of human weakness—a remnant most forlorn of what he was—yet even then
his eye would light up at the mention of his
favorite Garrick. At intervals too, he would
speak of his former life, and how he came up a
little boy from Lincoln to go to service, and how
his mother cried at parting with him, and how
he returned after some few years absence in his
smart new livery to see her, and she blessed herself at the change and could hardly be brought
to believe that it was her own bairn. And then,
the excitement subsiding, he would weep till I
have wished that sad second childhood might
have a mother still to lay its head upon her lap.
But the common mother of us all in no long
time after received him gently into hers."
It would be hard to find anything more touchin and beautiful in the history of heroic deeds
than the old familiar story of Charles Lamb's
devotion to his sister Mary. She recovered her
reason for a time, but was all her life subject to
fits of frenzy. After their father's death Charles
gave up all selfish plans and became her guardian for life.
Little did the majority of those who saw the
social, gentle, punning, stammering humorist
imagine the awful shadow which forever rested
upon his spirit. He always spoke and wrote of
his sister as his wiser self, his generous benefactress, of whose protecting care he was scarcely

worthy.

reverence and who yet laughed at them all and
made no little fun of their foibles.
Yet with all the new friends Coleridge still
dwelti n his heart of hearts. In spite of his admiration for that marvellous man, Lamb seems early
have discovered the dangerous tendencies in his
character , and in earnestness of spirit he cries
out,—"Oh my friend cultivate the filial affections, and let no man think himself released
from the kind chari ties of relationship. These
shall give him peace at the last. These are the
best foundation for every species of benevolence.
The death of Coleridge in July 1834 brought
into the life of Charles Lamb a great sad blank,
and it was only five months later that he himself was called to meet the friend he had loved
so well. Mary Lamb survived her brother
several years, provided with comforts to the last
by his thoughtfulness. Th ey sleep together in
the little churchyard at Edmonton in the spot
which, two weeks before his death, Charles Lamb
had pointed out as the place where he wished to
lie.
In these days of many books, there is danger
that we overlook the claims of Charles Lamb
the author and so miss the rare delight which
his pages have to offer. It was upon the Essays
ol Elia that the wealth of his mind was expended. Here all moods are reflected. Every chord
is touched and by a master hand. As delicate
a breath rises from the page as from a bank of
violets. "The wit is fresh as when it first came
from the pen of the author. Tho fun , says, one,
is "the sparkle and ripple and foam of a richly
running river of humanity, pity, and tenderness. "
In certain moods "Elia" may fail to move us,
may be too good for us, But when we are in
our better frames "Elia" comes to us as a friend
and we welcome with open mind the deli ghtfu l
humor, the sweet philosophy, the tender confidenc, the large humanity of its incomparable
author."
Carrie M. True.

"Thou fco me dids't ever show kindest affection
And woulds 't oft times lend an ear
To the desponding love-sick lay ,
Weeping ray sorrows with me who repay
But ill tho mighty debt of love I owe
Mary , to the, my sister and ray friend, "
The first year which followed the dark tragedy
of their lives were years of poverty and of loneliness ; but new friends were at hand, and new
interests in literature were soon to bring a cheerful relief to th e gloom of the Temple lodgings.
As Lam b became bett er kn own as a cri tic and
essayist, the choicest spirits of the day were
VOLTAIRE.
wont to gather on Wednesday evenings in the
two dingy r ooms where th e Lambs enter tained
Popular prejudice is arrogant. Of all the
in the homeliest fashion. The central fi gure of things in the world it is the . most difficul t to
the group was the spare, silent , stuttering little overcome. Too often it is unjust , too often
host, who loved them all, who gave them his pitiless, too often caused by a trivial chance.

Something over one hundred years ago lived
one from whom most men have shrunk with
dread or horror, who has been stigmatized as an
infidel and an atheist, Yoltaire. The basest outline of his career is fascinating. Born in the
seething times that preceded the French Revolution, of a respectable family, educated in a
college of the Jesuits, twice imprisoned in the
Bastile, an exile for four years in free England, recalled to France where he performed
great literary work, and hotly battled with the
religion of his time.
Hated by the priests, regarded by posterity as
a scoffer, reviler and sceptic. Let us, who are
so proud of our impartiality, see how far these
opinions are deserved. He was no perfect man,
was vain, a flatterer, sarcastic, hot-headed, but
he was the keenest intellect, the brightest wit,
of his generation, poet,\historian, metaphysician,
philosopher.
But with the charge of infidel and atheist
ringing in their ears, men have looked on him
as a prince of evil. He was no atheist, he wrote
to show the existence of a God, and declared
his belief in him. But he planted himself as
a champion before all victims of persecution
and injustice. And the most corrupt, cruel,
bloody engine of persecution of his time was the
Jesuit church. His first attack upon this conscienceless tyrant was bringing to the notice of
Europe the atrocious murder of Galas, when
after four years of untiring zeal, he righted the
wrong so far as it could be righted. In a similar case he obtained just ice for a falsely accused
husband and wife, and finally, when old and
enfeebled, spent twelve years in vindicating
the cause of a murdered youth, and forever
blaste d the tyrannical, intolerant spirit of popish influence.
Yet the hot generosity of the man Voltaire
is shown by the f act th at wh en his enemies
were suppressed under circumstances of harshness he pitied them, and took one of their number permanently into his home. Yet it was for
such heroic battles f or toleration , that he was
/branded by the church.
Think what the stigma of that ecclesiastical
body meant; For centuries it had dominated

France ; it had controlled everything. And
against this power he was the only man of all
that age, who dared to raise his voice, dared to
take his stand alone. So long had it proclaimed itself the infallible source of the only saving
religion, is it to be wondered that in attacking
this so-called Christianity of the Jesuit his attacks • were interpreted as attacks upon the
Christianity of Christ ?
Against such antagonists the weapons he
chose were those in whose use his hand was
skilled and whose weapons were satire and
ridicule of the bitterest kind. His hot French
blood quickened his genius to action, and he
acted along those lines which he thought most
effective. Let us remember he was no stolid
Englishman, but his exile for four years .had
embued his with the English spirit and he transplanted to1 French soil the seeds that he had
gathered in England. He was not Luther but
he dashed down by a scornful smile what
Luther merely shook by terrific onslaughts,
because he laid a ruthless hand on everything
pertaining to that church, blashphemer and
atheist he was then called and such names
so given and by such a power could not be expected to be easily forgotten.
And the pitiful truth is that through indifference or ignorance too many of us have remembered them. Not that he was a martyr or
has been ; not that he was a Knox or a Calvin
or a Luther ; not that we should now go to the
other extreme and call him worthy of worship ;
but it is for us to beware lest we fall into error,
and we of this age, wh en 'free dom of thought
and action is a truism, have no right to accept
such a decision without partial examination and
impartial judgment.
What 8 character and what a destiny !
No man has borne a greater load of obloquy.
Yet for sixty years he was t he emb odiment of
the intellect of Europe and blazed out the
paths which living generations are following.
He destroyed the greatest of human curses, intoler ation, for wherever he passed the arm of
the inqu isitor was pa lsied, the chain of the captive riven , the prison door thrown open. He
swept away the altars of corrupt religion. He

held up to the hatred of Europe the torturers
and murderers of Galas.
He branded all persecution with infamy and
made it tremble. He proclaimed toleration.
He fought and conquered for humanity. Such
labor and zeal to remedy or revenge acts of injustice and oppression deserve recognition and
the future with grave yet liberal reflection
should bring brightness, not blackness, to the
name of Voltaire.
J. Colby Basset.
THE APOSTLE OF AFFLICTION.
"Opinion, Queen of the World" is the fascinating title of an Italian book. A mighty
queen is opinion, for her sway is almost universal. A century ago she told the world it was
her pride to be mistress of Jean Jacques Rousseau. Many lovers, far less worthy has she
since favored. Was ever queen so fickle ?,
Rousseau has been acccused of nearly every
vice of character ; and to-day is considered only
a pathetic figure among the broken idols of
our race. If Rousseau is a broken idol, its
crumbling dust has permeated the atmosphere
of to-day. We must not forget that he has
been one of the greatest powers in the literature
and social philosophy of the last century and a
half. In an age when old forms had grown
rigid , when the stiffened crust of society was
beginning to heave with new throes, a voice of
passion and pathos was uplifted. It called out
to the men of the time, "Back to Nature." It
was a period when ancient faiths had left mere
husks of dead formulas to cramp men's minds,
when even superfical observers were startled
by vague portents of a coining crash. Authority went about "in purple and fine linen," and
spurned Lazarus from its gates.
The smouldering discontent of the inarticulate masses fou nd an ech o in R ousseau 's passionate utterances. The cry, "Man is man 's
brother," r ang f r om the lips of an intensely
earnest m an. This cry has thrilled the world
again and again ; and its influen ce upon literature and ph ilosophy is untold. The nations of
Europe joined for a moment of un ique accord
in a chorus of an gry reprobation , Later, the

doctrine of pity found breasts open everywhere
to receive it; thoughts smouldering and only
waiting to kindle an inextinguishable blaze ; till
a nation rose to its feet, and along with all its
wretched oppressions thre w off all law, all pity,
all belief.
Of Rousseau, it has been said, "He formed a
new social system and a new order of men."
Napoleon expressed the thought of France when
he said, "There would not have been a Revolution without Rousseau." His far reaching
influence is unquestionable.
The personality of Rousseau is one of the
most extraordinary and interesting in history.
It is difficult to avoid strong feeling in his
presence. He was a man , his failings human,
not satanic. Rousseau did what thousands of
ordinary men are doing every day ; though he
occasionally suffered from remorse because of
his sins, he did not repent. "Repentance is the
most divine of all the a cts of man,"yet how rare it
is; how infinitely difficult ! Rousseau with all
his faults had more than Voltaire of the
material out of which saints are made. He had
reverence. Who will say as much of Voltaire ?
Rousseau was in every way opposed to Voltaire ;
mentally, physically, morally. Voltaire looked
on the world as from a watch tower ; with his
eye he surveyed the universe ; beheld the decay
all around him, and foresaw the dawn of a new
era. Rousseau looked in upon himself imagining
the world from the view obtained. Voltaire
brave, resolute, was eager for the fray ; Rousseau
sensitive, morbid, yearned to escape it. Voltaire
destroyed superstition because it was contemptible ; Rousseau hated it because it was cruel.
Both brought down the rotten social edifice, one
by showing how fair the social life of the past
had been, the other by sapping reverence for
authori ty and prescription. Voltaire preached
destruction ; Rousseau, construction. Voltaire
was a born en emy of fa ith , Roussea u naturally
a friend. The great imperfection of Voltaire's
mind was its absence of veneration , its resolu tion utte rly to ignore ony other experience
than that which was the result of his own reason,
Voltaire's religion may be termed "Prot estantism
run mad ;" Rousseau s, a worsh ip of God in the
beaut ies of nature.

The lives of wise men are .regulated either by
a general elevation of character or by sheer
strength of will. With Rousseau sensibility had
to answer for one or the other ; and the prophet's
gift is not needed in such a case to fore-tell the
result. To Rousseau was given a great gift.
The beauty of the world was food to him,
and in his darkest days of persecution and
exile his spirit still leaped to the rising sun,
his heart still sang to the carol of the birds.
What Rousseau strongly felt , he strongly painted. He was an interpreter of Nature ; hot so
much an interpreter of her harsh moods, as of
her joy ful, happy moods. To him the blackness
of the sky was the frown of God. Few men
drank in with such delight, "th e dewy morn
with breath all incense and with cheek all bloom."
The idea prevails with many that Rousseau
was an Atheist. Nothing could be more false.
To the teaching of Voltaire and the Encyclopaedists, Rousseau was as opposed as the most
orthodox priest. The Saroyard vicar hated the
cold sneer which undermined religion and opposed his Deism to their Atheism.
This charge is made in the face of Rousseau s
own words. "You call me impious, and of
what impiety can you accuse me ?—Me who
never spoke of the Supreme Being except to pay
Him the honor and glory that are his due ? The
impress of his education had never been thorouhly effaced. He believed in God. Nurtured upon the Gospel in childhood , he admired the
morality of Jesus Christ ; but he stopped at the
boundaries of adoration and submission. It has
been said, "The spirit of Rousseau inhabi ts the
moral world." The cry of Rousseau which rings
down thr ough the years with all the intensity
of that highly attun ed so ul, suffices to answer any
such charge. "If the life and death of Socrates
were those of a sage, the lif e an d death of Jesus
Cjhr ist were those of a God."
Rousseau 's religious belief was a sentiment
natural to his untrained , unscientific mind. His
love for humanity, his hatred of injust ice, the
misery he saw the p oor of h is day suffer , combined to make him impatient of the social conditions of the times. He threw off the "silk of
life," and strove after apostolic simplicity , Self-

indulgence and self-denial fought out a battle
within him.
Against all law, Rousseau strove for a return
to nature. He advocated a new type of life.
The secret of the new type was the old appeal,
"Away from outer society to the inner spirit of
the individual."
It is a strange fact that although the influence
of Rousseau is greater today than fifty years ago,
his reputation as a political thinker, is now very
slight. Two causes have contributed to this
low estimation of a political writer once highly
reputed. In the firs t place, man in the state of
nature has been consigned to the limbo of
realities ; second, popular government is now
closely associated with representative government. From a superficial view, Rousseau's influence would seem to be at an end ; but the
truth is, the gist of his philosophy remains and
was never before so widely disseminated. Not
in the United States alone, but in England we
find the theory that the instincts of the people
form the proper source and guide of political
action. If Rousseau is the intellectual parent of
Danton, we must also reckon among his children
the men who gave to America a new constitution.
He had a genuine hatred of oppression, and a
touch of that burning love for the whole race,
that "Transcendent charitv, which from time to
time, in saint, or sage, illumines the pathways of
men as with a divine radiance."
That his influence upon modern thought has
been great is beyond dispute ; he gave to literature a new manner of describing nature ; to
prose a new rhythm and a larger expression of
emotion. By all this he has added permanently
to the joys of our race, and he has th e grat itu de
of every true lover of human e letters.
Rou sseau's theory was the ideal politi cal
theory his revolt , that of th e ideal against th e
real. He had been the tribune of nature, the
"Gracchus of philosophy." He had gi ven an
impulse to th e motives fo r search after social
truth. He had set forth, as no one had ever done
before , the nullity of a civilization of whose oonsumating benefits only the few partake, while
the great majority, as Gentiles, stand without
the gates, having no inheritance in these things.

Not until the slow conservative world comes
to recognize the full significance of Rousseau's
mission here on earth will the apostle of affliction receive his just due.
Albert Turner Lane.
THE POWER OF THE IDEAL.
Bryant in his immortal Thanatopsis touches
upon a great truth in the opening lines.
"To him in the love of Nature holds
Communion with her visible forms
She speaks a varied language. "
It is equally true however, that he who communes with the invisible forms of beauty?
strength , power, and granduer which constitute
the ideals of the mind, hears them speak a language not only varied, but enticing and seductive. Among the most precious possessions of
humanity are its ideals. The ideal is what we
wish anything to be, that which satisfies and
accords with the inmost longings of the soul.
It has no fixed stint or limit except that of possibility ; it is the infinite in respect to human
capacities and desires. Whatever adversity
and failure may afflict one, one has still within
oneself the image of something better, nobler,
happier, to hope for and to strive after.
To this image, though varying with personality and character of different people, society
owes its progress and development. All progress is but the development of the ideal. It
is only this which lifts us from a dead level.
He who would succeed for himself or who would
help others upward must have clearly before
his mind the ideal of his best conceived attainment , although it may be neither best or expedient to bring the dazzling splendor of that
ideal immediately before the mind of him
whose progress upward he is lovingly directing.
The ideal is the forerunner of the real, and as
the real never exceeds the ideal, our ideals can
never be too high. The Germans have a saying
that the good is the enemy of the best-^and he
who rests upon what he has achieved or acquired often finds it so—h e falls short of his
best by ceasing to follow his ideal , What
moral tonic is there like a n oble life ? What
else has such persuasive and inspiring power ?

Such a life makes heroism and nobleness contagious. An elevated mind or exalted character is a potent help in the lifting of humanity.
Its possessor, speaking or silent, proclaims in
forcible terms the possibility of the noblest
ideal becoming a reality. A noble, upright life
is the only life that knows its great possibilities
and reaps its adequate rewards. The only life
that taste the grand joys which God shares
with those who make themselves, in a measure,
sharers of his vast purpose. Life is not all
a success. It has its.failures as well. Yet the
failures of to-day may be the stepping stones
for great success to-morrow.
The idea that, as we cannot fully attain our
ideal, it makes no difference what we do, is
false and harmful. It is the coward's plea. It
is yielding the battle without striking a single
blow. The world weaves no garland for such a
one. He abandons his ideal and sinks into
oblivion. We cannot reach our ideal at one
stride. There must be many steps, and, of
course/a first one. It may be weak and hesitating, yet it is a step and in the right direction.
The nation that all can rise to fill equally
high places in the world is neither rational or
desirable. This is not the ideal. The true
ideal that should fill his heart and spur one on
to action is excellence within one 's own sphere,
the living of one's own particular life just as
fully and nobly as one can. He knows not
whether his ideal will lead him, but by its guidance he will go farther and accomp lish more.
Works and deeds are the outward expression of
thoughts, faint representations of the ideals of
the mind. The higher the ideal the greater
the probability of higher works and deeds.
Mind governs matter, and man governs mind,
God the supreme ideals governs all.
"Let us still paint then true ideals,
Our God's ideal of us at our best,
Paint it in heovenly hues and fix It fast ,
With prayer and earnest love within our hearts,
Strive hourly to grow like it, till at last,
The ideal shall become the real."
Every man is at first an amateur in* morals,
arts, science and even in life itself. He advances in knowle dge, in everything by following
his ideals. The past is already history, the

present is slipping away, the future will be
what we make it. The true ideal is always in
advance of the present. Success, as the world
knows it, is but a word which with the next
breath may signify defeat. But success, as the
soul knows it, is to have within oneself the sustaining sense of right earnestly pursued, an unselfish purpose closely followed, and a high
ideal eagerly soug ht.
A survey of trie social w orld shows the power
of this ideal. The patriot seeks in government
his ideal of freedom and equality, the statesman
The great leader in statesmanship,
a utopia.
who has kept ever before him a high ideal, as
he notes the steady movement of opinion towards him feels.a joyous sense of mastery which
the memory of years of past defeat and disappointment cannot embitter. The painter or
sculptor seek s to represent the bright vision of
his fairest dreams. From earth and stone spring
forms of- grace and beauty whose dumb lips
seem almost to speak. That which at first to us
seems shapeless, tame and colorless, in his hands
as he eagerly strives to grasp and reproduce, his
ideal vision takes on new color, new majesty 5
new grace.
Tl^student seeks to gain the vantage point
of his hopes and aspirations , and as he surveys
the fields of knowledge stretching out before
him, he forgets the days and nights of unbroken
study behind him and pushes on , pursuing his
ideal. In fact, all throug h life the ideal is ever
beckoning us on to higher achievements and
nobler aspirations, and if we answer its summons we must turn our backs on the beautiful
light that is dy ing out on the black edge of the
distant past. We see then how indispensible
to that human perfection, for which the true
soul is always seeking, is some establishment or
embodiment of our best self , as pictured in our
hi
; ghest ideals.
Madge Wilson.
LOWELL.
Great men have lived and died. Nations have
risen and fallen, leavin g like the ebb and flow
of the tide upon the shore, only a f aint impress
of their greatness—a few words and deeds to

shine as jewels, with the history of the world
for their setting. Every man's influence is immortal, making and moulding future generation. Yet effect is ever subsequent to cause.
Admiration never anticipated Worth. One generation does its work ; posterity passes judgment.
Immortal fame is not in the power of a single
age to assign. We may not so soon allot to
James Russell Lowell a lasting name , but we
may pay our tribute to a man , whose writings
are gems of literature , whose versatality of
talent is unexcelled, whose life bore the stamp
of genius.
The place of the true poet is removed from that
of other men , his calling is hi gher, his endowments more divine. The lofty peak of the
mountain catches the first tints of the rising sun
and holds the flush of evening when all the surrounding country is darkening into night. So
Lowell, lofty and inspired, caught the first beam
of advance thought and stood radiant with light
when the shadows hung low over the minds of
men.
Man seldom attains marked success in more
than one direction , yet Lowell was not only a
great poet, but he was also a fine critic : not only a good essayist but a famous humorist, a successful diplomat and excellent scholar. With
inspired imag ination Milton transmitted the
thoughts of his soul , painting the universe with
a vividness that has never been surpassed.
Dante's genius was the star of the Middle Ages
which with its clear and mellow light has flooded all modern times. But 1 Lowell the "many
gifted man" was as brilliant as these great poets ,
his genius as pure, his public services more enduring.
Seldom do we associate the names of Lowell and Dante. • Few if any have ever compared the modern poet with the divine bard yet
th ese two , many respects similar. Both were
original and strong characters : both patriotic
and passionate men, whose sou ls throbbed in
sympath y with care-tossed humanity. Both
were specu lat ive, f erv id and bri lliant , with a
crystal dear i magination and a love of the
beautiful. Lowell resembls Dante in power of

illustration, but he does not possess Dante s sublime and wierd fantasy, Lowell like Dante is
earnest and thoughtful, but he also has sparkling
wit and joyful humor which Dante has not.
Dante is irresistable, vigorous, mysterious : Lowell forcible, strong, clear. Dante has keener
conceptions, Lowell broader views. Dante sings
of immortal gods : Lowell of mortal gods.
Dante 's characters are ideal : Lowell's are real.
Dante is the product of the mystic age of the
world : Lowell is the ' product of the most
practical age. One was born in a southern land
in a time of enchantment and superstition, the
other was born in a northern clime in the very
van of the world's progress .• but each infused
into his work the characteristics of his time and
of his surroundings.
In expression Lowell is ever clear, his
language always beautif ul : and beyond the perf ection of s imile, the aptness of illustr ation
and beauty of the la n gu ag e, there is a certain
tone that bears its mea nin g and is unde rsto od
by all. His sty le is ori ginal and unique. Certa in st r ong char a cteri stics give his writing s a
peculiar charm. In discussing the deepest
problems , his delic ate humor gives a vivif y ing
touch. As he mingles humor with pathos , as
he explores the realms of imagination , his style
constantl y changes and the varied gif ts of the
great po et are di sp layed. Poets there may be

nation of the poet but the judicial intellect of
the critic. Brilliant and original, his r ea d3^ wit
and "profound insight" made him speciall y fitted
for his work. To his wonderful versatility he
added a culture which marked him the foremost
representative of American men of letters. As
a man Lowell was .strong, honest, coura geous,
resolute, yet courteous and gentle-humanitarian
and cosmopolitan in the truest sense. "Sou of a
new soil" he had all the learning of the remotest
literature, and sung like the ancient bards. He
was clear-minded , right-minded, broad-minded , a
thinker, a teacher, a poet. He was an essayist
whose diction, sense and jud g em ent were of the
hightest order : a critic, fair, keen and wise,
sparkling with wit and overflowing with humor :
a diplomat, cordial, genial and respected—the
f orger of on e more li nk that bi n ds two Eng lishspeaking nations together.
Lowell has lef t a la sting r eco r d , not only of
p ecul iar and tr anscend ent ge n ius , but of character , pure, lof ty ideal, the embodiment of the
thoug ht , cultu r e a n d advancement of an age
most modern , most progressive.
W. L. Waters.

On account of lack of space we are unable to

publish abstracts of all the Junior Parts.
f ollowing is the programme in f ull :
MUSIC

PRAYER

who excel him in describing the beauties of James Russell Lowell,
nature or m imaginary flig hts , but no one has
The Power of the Ideal,
ever surpassed him in ref reshin g humor or clear
expression. Lowell may have been excelled in The Apostle of Affliction ,

The

MUSIC

William Lee Waters
Madge Shirley Wilson

poetic fancy, yet seldom has he been equalled
Albert Turner Lane
music
in depth of feeling. Other poets have sung and
there was music in their song, but when Lowell Radicalism and Moderation in Reform ,
Frkdolfo Oliver Welch •
lifts his voice the words are more than sweet, Semblance and Reality,
they are f ull of thought , and when he ceases
Clara Bmlle Tozier

the musical echoes of his soui keep ringing A Glimpse at Education ,
throug h the minds of men.. His wonderful
imagination enabled him to illustrate f reel y and The Ploreutine Defender ,

give poetic expression to his thoughts. He applied ail his exceptional powers with a force, a Voltaire,
knowledge and a fitness which his contemporaCharles Lamb,
ries could not command $ hence he rose above
them all.
Civil Service Reform,
Not only did he have the susceptible imagiX

muwo

S, Rowland Robinson
Alice Mabel Bray
Josiah Colby Bassett
Carrie May True
John Hhdman ,

HISTORY OF '95.
History is a record of what men have done .
June 25, 1894
The history of '95 is a record of what '95 has
The class of '95 held their Presentation Day done. Feelings of doubt always precede the
exercises on the campus on Monday afternoon first steps in all undertakings of deep insignifiMusic was furnished by Chandler's Band. The cance to one's future life ; and, until the new
duties become perfectly familiar, those feelings
following is the programme :
continue. Such were our feelings when we
1. Oration.
Albert Turner Lane
entered college. For the duties of a college
Ideals of the American University.
student are various. Some require the highest
2. Poem,
Lila P. Harden
mental powers ; some demand the moral examEarnest and the Great Stone Face.
ple of a superior ; some even the discipline of a
3. Gentlemen 's History,
Eeed Victor Jewett
master.
4. Poem,
William Lee Waters
Our first introduction into college life ocModernity.
curred on the first Wednesday of the fall term.
5. Awarding of Prizes ,
Theodore E. Hardy
We met the Sophomores, that day, on the dia6. Ladies History,
Emma Fountain
7. Presentation Address,
John Foster Philbrick mond. The game gave a bright promise of
what our future history in college would be.
The same term we won renown, which will
CLASS ODE.
last as long as this college exists, the renown of
Air :—The Miller's Song.
having first introduced and established football upon a firm basis at Colby. The victories,
O glad day in the month of June,
Last day of the Junior year ,
which were won that fall, must be placed to
All nature sings one song to-day,
the credit of one man, the captain of the eleven,
One song to greet us here 1
a '95 man. Unprecedented, as it was, it had
The gay birds sing on the campus trees
been necessary for the college to turn to us,
So glad to be alive,
And the giddy earth spins round
then Freshman, for a leader—a leader of such
Singing of '95.
merit that for three successive years he has
Chorus :—-U-li-i, u-li-i, u-li-,
held the position as captain of the 'Varsity
Singing'of '95,
Eleven. As for the future history of foot-ball
U-li-i, u-li-i , u-li-i,
in Colby, it is safe. The control of the Eleven
Singing of '95.
has been again intrusted to a '95 man.
Shine soft, shine bright, 0 June-day sun ,
The beginning is rightfully considered the
On Alma Mater 's halls !
hardest part of an undertaking. , No one but
We love the dear, historic bricks
he, who has himself finished a difficult task and
That form her classic walls ;
experienced the satisfaction which arose at its
We love h er campus green and fa ir ,
With memories all alive,
completion, can appreciate our feelings when
Shine, 0 sun, shine sof t an d clear ,
we had finished the beginning of our college
Singing of '95.
course, our Freshman year. The feeling made
1
Chorus :-~U-li-l, u-ll-i, n-ll-i, &c.
itself evident in the customary traditional form ,
—an exit. Amid the eloquence of our orators,
Standing together , class-mates dear ,
the predictions of our prophet and the cheers
I
In the'remerab ered place
Where many a class has stoodJbefore ,
of us all, we t ook one more step u p the ladder
We look from face to face,
of life and became Sophomores at Colby UniAnd by the years that watt before,
versity.
[ .
The hopes for which we strive,

Pr^s^p babioi)

Day

We pledge each other once again ,
Singing of '95.

Chorus j—U-ll-i, u-ll-l, u-li-I, &c,

We came back the next fall determined to

do our duty. As the first three days of the
term did not give us sufficient time to become

acquainted with the Freshmen, we felt it as
a duty resting upon us, to use the first Monday
night of the term to make our relations more
intimate by a cordial visit. Our visit was helpful to them. Our yell bewildered and terrified
them some, as it was expressed in a language
not yet introdu ced int o t h e fitti n g scho ols ;
but our shouts of applause and approval, undoubtedly, encouraged them in their maiden
efforts in oratory, music and gymnastics. We
settled down to work for the rest of the year.
A man comes to college to slowly lay for himself a foundation for his future labors to rest
upon ; to put himself into sueh a condition that
Upon such
success must ev en tu ally come.
reasonings have we based our actions. We
hav e worked t o make of ourselves all ar ou n d
men fitted to do any task which may await us.
Men of '95, we have ever performed our duty .
When at the end of our Soph omore y ear ,
that class whi ch we had so w isely guided a n d
advised in its juve n ile str uggles, revolted ; we
checked their precocious ambition and taught
them oar last lesson, that canes can on ly be
carried with dignity, by Sophom ores and upper
class men.
'93 field day was another Illustration. There
was a new feature introduce d, something w h ich
was to be declared to be very exciting. And exciting it was I It was a tug of war between '95.
and '96. We won ; and somewhere in the archives of the college, there is a silver cup, destined , we believe , to show to future Colby students that '95 was as successful in ,1 her college
struggles, as she, afterwards, was in the struggles of the world.
When we began the present year, our Junior
year , we f ound ourselves greatl y decreased in
numbers, Of the thirty-five gentlemen and
eighteen ladies who entered in the fall of '91,
there were now left only twenty-three gentlemen and twelve ladies.
The past is inseperabl y bound to the present ;
and the traditions of the past have their due
influence and must be regarded. If the traditional Junior ease is not still a reality, we can
assure the college that it is not our fault. We
have done our duty ! The blame rests upon
others.

As to our sister class, Colby * '95 Ladies, our
relations with them have been most cordial.
Some of the dearest memories of college life,which
we shall carry away with us when we graduate,
are connected with and due onl y t o ou r sister
class.
The deeds of men live after them. Men of
'95, some of our deeds will live long, long after
we have graduated. Let us, then, in our final
efforts in college life, continue in the way which
we have so long followed, doing each duty as it
rises. Then, as we take our 'places in the world,
if the lives of other men can be taken as a means
by which t o ju dge the future of others, the continuing to perform every duty however small
will cause us to be an honor to ourselves , to our
class and to our college.
Heed V. Jewett.
EARNEST AND THE GREAT STONE PACE
A story, friends , I wish to tell
Tho ' known , yet loved" so very well
'Twill bear repeating o'er and o'er
For truth is hidden in its lore.
A quiet vale, hemmed in by ro ws
Of lofty mountains , tipped with snows,
And ice of winters past, stretched far
Its fields and meadows ; not a mar
In all the beauty of this place.
God 's smile of love showed here its trace.
Shut in from all the world of strife
A happy people spent their life,
Not caring they for great display
But to nobler grow from day to day.
Their lessons found they not in books
But stored in lore of fields and brooks
And Nature 's grand phenomenon ,
Tho great stone face which shone upon
This spot of earth, until 'twas thought
Fertility Its beams had brought.

In sight of all this fertile land
On mountain slope, Nature 's fair hand
Together massive rocks had piled.
When viewed afar , 'twas oft replied
"They 're features of a human face
Some giant of Titanic race
Hath carved his likeness there in stone.
What smiles of kindly wishes seem
About Its mouth and eyes to beam J
A happy lot Indeed is cast
To those whose lives must here be passed,"
A legend , known to young and old,
By Indian tribes had oft been told,
How there would come some future day
•

A child who should great powers display .
And, when he stands past manhood's prime
The noblest person of his time
His countenance shall surely bear
The look of love the stone-face wears,
But weary many a one had grown ,
No face such features yet had shown ,
"An idle tale," 'twas thought to be,
"A face like this no one will see ,"
But in one heart the hope was firm
Some day the truth each one shall learnCome now with me to a quiet home
Among the hills, not quite alone
For not far- off the Stone's kind face
With smiles and glances filled the place.
Here liyed a woman and her boy
Her greatest comfor t, pride and joy .
Obedient in all his ways,
A happy time his childhood days.
His only teacher , the Great Stone Face
Had left his marks of love and grace,
And year by year, as he older grew,
His sympathies grew broader too,
So great and good that life became,
The people seek him not in vain,
For help and joy to weary hearts
His words of wisdom well impart ,
A simple soul, yet far above
All other in the depths of love.
A rumor thrice as years went by
Had whispered round , the time was nigh.
When prophecy, so "long foretold ,
Should be fulfilled , its truth s unfold.
But thrice the people had been deceived ,
Again the legend was-unbelieved,
Yet that face looked calmly down
Without a sigh, without a frown .
And always said, with lips benign
"Fear not, Earnest, 'twill be sometime,
Lo 1 I've waited longer than thou
Be not weary , submissive bow."
Years passed, and time had done its work,
White locks about his forehead lurk ;
And on his brow the wrinkles deep
Legends of wisdom seem to speak ,
Unsought and undesliod came
What many seek for , name and fame *,
And to him came from far and near
To hear his words of love and cheer,
Professors, statesmen, many a band
Each welcomed was with friendly hand.
A cust om, through those years arose,
Of meeting friends at evening 's close
And speakin g to them words of life
To help, and keep their lives''from strife .
One summer eve, at the sunset hour
This preacher goes to a lovely bower
Among the hills and standing near

On a grassy mound , the people hear
His words of true benevolence
And watch that mild sweet countenance.
Above them, in the golden light
Of the setting sun , appears the face
Of stone, with its hoary mists ; a trace
Much like the hair of snowy white
On Earnest's brow, a heavenly sight.
—A silence on the listening crowd
Fell like the shadow of a cloud.
When lo 1 a v oice was heard to say,
"The prophecy 's fulfilled today.
Behold his face, an image true
Of the Great Stone Face. " In wonder too
The crowd looked and was satisfied ,
But Earnest turned and gently sighed
"A wiser , better man than I
Will bear its image by and by. "
Ah no , 'twas true the growth unsought
Toward his ideal had been wrought,
And from that day his mild face bears
The look of love the Stone Face wears.
Lila P. Harden

Prizes were awarded by Theodore Hardy as
follows :

S. A. H. 0.,
Sentimental, awe-inspiring, heart-rending orator ,
Sea pebhles.
F. O. Welch
J. J. R.
Joe Jefferson 's Rival,
Crown of Sophocles.
S. H. Hanson
0. 0. K.
Our continual kicker,
Copper-toed Boots.
H. T. Biggs
C, L. S. B.
Conceited , loquacious, smart boy,
A new face.
J. C. Bassett
S. II. B.
System atic heart breaker ,
A Potato Mashor
Miss M. S. Wilson
Nlnty-Five's I. S.
Ideal Student,
A Grater .
R. V. Hopkins
Horn and Water Pail
Nlnty-Seveu,
PRESENTATION ODE : PUDICITIA ,
Axe !—Laurlger Horatlus.
Type of modesty so fair ,
Noble Roman mother ,
Rov 'reneed for her virtue rare.

Sacred as no other :—
Colby her we bring to thee,
As a fittin g token ,
Pledge of filial loyalty
That shall ne'er be broken.
Tho ' in future years we roam,
Thro ' paths wide asunder ,
Back to our old college home,
Oft our thoughts shall wander,
Then we'll sing , in joyful praise,
Thee, our pride and glory ,
Alma Mater , all our days,
Theme of song and story.
As adown the days we glide,
Still direct us ever.
Thou hast been our shield and guide ,
Left us needy never.
So to-day thy praise we sing
With loyal, deep emotion,
Gratefully our tribute bring,
In sincere devotion .

Clas? Day,
June 26,

1894

The class of '94 held their Class Day exercises
Thursday forenoon , at the Baptist Church.
Prayer was offered by the Chaplain , W. T.
Rowley. Music was furnished by Chandler 's
Band. The following is the programme :
Histories,
Gentlemen, Jacob Kleinhans, Jr
Ladies, Elinor Francis Hunt
Poem ,
Frank Lester Ames
Address to Undergraduates,
Annie Maud Richardson
Oration ,
Verne Mortimer Whitman
Prophecies ,
Gentlemen, Samuel Applbton Burleigh
Ladles , Annie Elizabeth Merrill
Address to Undergraduates,
William Lincoln Jones
Parting Address, !
Albert Litle Blanoiiard

to portray the harrowing scenes enacted in our
minds when debating whether or not we would
be "set on by the boys." I shall be content
therefore to give you a few incidents illustrative
of the primitive Colby Co-ord.
Ours was the first twin class born of the new
Regime. No sooner had it set foot on the campus the n the sister twin was t old on every hand
h ow differ ent it was f rom any oth er Colby girl.
It was said that individually we smiled more
than was fitting. This criticism may have been
ju st , be that as it may, h owever a few of u s
continu e to smile f r equently to this day.
We began , during our first year, to establish
precedent s and as we hav e b een re cently told,
are quite given to that sort of thing. Our first
precedent was the freshman exit. Other girls
may have had exits but nev er on the same plan
as that of '94 and surely never befo re had any
gon e so far from home as Bradley 's.
It was about five o'clock one fine June evening
when a barge loaded with Co-ords drawn by
four horses started for Bradley's amid cheers
of '92 who gave us a good send off. When welf

outside the city we saw ahead of us one of our
Professors wearily wending his way toward

Winslow. A heated discussion arose as to
whether or not we should stop and take him in.
The ayes had it; but bef ore we overtook the
subject of our debate one of our member, out of
consideration for the Professor, who was at that
time a bachelor, countermanded the order which
had already been given the driver to stop, and
the Co-ord laden barge rolled on mid shouts of
laughter leaving the Professor to trud ge on hehind, alone in his glory. I have often since
wondered whether or not our worthy Professor
had ever realized what an escape he had on that
eventful night.

I suppose some of the male portion of our

college will smile when I tell you that we really
LADIES' HISTORY OF '94.
introduced hazing, though I must confess that
To give a complete history of Feminine '94 is we never accomplished much except with memutterly out of the question. No pen can do bers of our own class.
justi ce to the subject in hand.
I shall never forget the threatening tones of
It would take hours to relate the joys and an enraged classmate as she bolted into my
sorrows, trials and tribulations which we as a room one ni ght and commanded me in accents
class have passed through , especially were one wild to get out of bed and find the spring wnioh

had mysteriously disappeared from her couch.
Awaking from the sleep of the just I lay in fear
and trembling expecting every moment to see
the guardian of our household appear on the
scene. The spring was restored in asurprisingly
short space of time without calling in any
foreign aid and peace at last reigned but not
until my feelings had been deeply wounded by
her severe crimination against me. Alas, why
are the sins of the guilty so often laid at the
door of the innocent.
During the second year we distinguished ourselves one day in the Rhetoric class. The recitation had taken the form of a trial in which
one half of the class were arrayed as council for
the state and the other half as council for the
Respondent. If a certain member of '94 had
ever before entertained any legal aspirations
they were quickly dissipated when she was asked
by the Professor in charge, on which side of the
case she was arguing. However her troubled
spirit was probably soothed by recollection of
the familiar quotation "What I aspired to be,
and was not, comforts me."
After one year's experience with us the Faculty deemed it necessary to frame rules for our
guidance, not because we needed rules of course,
but because the boys had rules and if we were
to be on the same footing with the boy s we
must have rules too. It is needless to say that
they were never broken by '94. Some of us owe
a note of thanks to our worthy Professor, who
so kindly assisted us in keeping the ten o'clock
rule. ,
One of our Professors tells us "De college am
degenerating." We cannot agree with our sage
Professor but rather pride ourselves that '94 as
a whole is the best class that ever graduated from
this Institution.
Our characteristics are marked and varied.
We claim the greatest rusher and slowest Co-ord
in college. The latter heard when young that
"Once a man hurried and died" I thinkshe then
and there resolved to become a victim to such a
clead iy habit.
' If* as we were universally told at the Commencement of our course an d as has been
reiterated to this day by one of our Professors ,

we are not like the old girls, we'are now inclined
to regard this fact not as a disparagement but
rather as a compliment. Evolution takes no
backward steps ; if we are not like the old girls
it must be because we excel them.
However the case may be, our mistakes have
probably been many, so to our successors we
would only say, "Look twice before you follow
in our footsteps."
Elinor F. Hunt.
ADDRESS TO UNDERGRADUATE MEN.
The college man is strongly conservative,
clinging to old customs and ancient forms. But
it is not not m erely as devotees of conventional
usage that the classes of '94 pause for a moment
before the footlights of collge life, ere the curtain falls on the last act of the drama. No, not
this, but because we hold a peculiarly favorable
position to view the world, the collegeman, and
college life, as they are.
A glance reveals the fact that some of the
less observed influences of college environment
are of first rate importance. One of the most important of these is the democratic spirit that
prevades college life, and it is for this reason
that the college offe rs such favorabl e opportunities for laying the foundation of intelligent
citizenship. These favorable conditions here
should aid the student to grasp the fundamental
truths of the present, and u nlock the mysteries
of the future.
College life is more than the mere class room
work also, for without the social ties, the lasting
friendships, it would be a mere intellectual
skeleton, a lifeless fossil. And when we call a
college training a capital stock from which the
students may draw in after life, we include the
flavor of friendship as well .as the grasp of
scholarship, a grasp made firm by the higher
grade of attainment to-day.
This grasp i s f u r ther aided by the more prominent place given to independ ent th ought and we
should rejoice that the age of "parrot" work is
more and more passing away. With the rough
hewn rooks of cultur e polished by his own independent thought , the student can say with

pardonable pride of the intellectual structure he
has reared "This is mine."
While genius is that great power before which
we stand in mute astonishment, yet it is such a
rare combination that it need hardly be taken
into account. But energy is the lever that has
moved the world. This it is that gathers up
the powers of the student and hurls them upon
the critical point. For the energetic student does
his best on every important occasion, and even
if he does not then win, lie has yet laid one of
the foundation stones of a fu ture victory.
But the student should seek, above all else,
to gain a knowled ge of himself, to unchain that
mysterious something he calls "I." And he who
learns this is the skilled intellectual artisan
He has gained the grasp. He can wield the
weapon. He can force success. For he is not
a. mere sack filled with relics of a four years
intellectual excursion, but a machine read y for
the work of life.
Such is the picture '94 attempts to sketch to
day as it stands, after its course, in the open
portal facing the limitless future. We have
confidence in the classes that are to follow us.
We yield gracefully the emblems of seniority to
the class that is to follow us, and trust it will
carry, with greater honor, the standard they now
receive.
Colby is on a firm foundation to day with a
strong executive head. What honors her, honors
us. What honors us, honors her. Her future
is largely what we help to make it. And, as
we leave the past behind, let us grasp the
present with a raidance glowing with success
and mellowed by prosperity. May the tide of
brilliant scholars that she sends forth become
greater with the increasing years. And may it
become a prouder and prouder boast for the
alumnies to proclaim "I am a graduate of Colby
Un iversity I"'
William Lincoln Jones.

ADDRESS TO UNDERGRADUATE WO

MEN.
Members of the Women's College of Colby :
In the busy rush of obtaining a higher eduoa

tion, have you all stopped to think just why yon
are living ? Have you all stopped to think that
you are a part, and a very important part , of a
great whole planned by God ?
"Opening the map of God's extensive plan ,
We find a little isle, this life of man !
Eternity 's unknown expanse appears
Circling around and limiting his years."

The research of scientists has shown us that
our earth with all its life forms, has developed
systematically, according to a wonderful, superhuman plan.
At the least of all life forms stands man, the
"spokesman and priest for nature." God has
given man a soul which can triu mph over all
evil, and then perfect the great plan.
Every one is to develop his higher nature, and
surely we can expect a higher development from
a college educated person.
We want the Colby women to be among the
firs t in the world in nobilicy and strength of
character ,and whether or not they shall be dear
Colby girls, rests with you.
Colby has sent out into the world many noble,
loyal daughters, and surely if you do your part,
she shall send forth as many more, as noble, and
as loyal.
There is just as good material among you today as there has ever been in Colby, There are
just as noble women, but you must put forth as
much effort as your predecessors, or you will fall
behind. No-one of you can hope to approach
the ideal perfection of womanhood , until you
have become conscious of your responsibility in
the great work of helping to perfect human
nature. And what a beautiful thing it is to
realize that we are a part of God's great plan ,•
that we do live for a purpose, an eternal purpose ;
that each one of us is just as essential to the
perfection of this plan as the rose petal is to the
perfect symmetry of the rose.
My last word to you Colby women, is this.
Have a fixed purpose in every thing you do.
You are working here to fit yourselves for a
grander, more extended sphere of labor in the
years to come, and this fact should spur you on
ro faithful earnest work. But don 't f orget that
tight here in college you have a work to do.
Th e earne st, active person sees on every hand
opportunities for helping on his fellows. You
by quick sympathies, modest demeanor and
earnest hearts can from this moment do your
share in Gods great plan .
Annie Maude Richardson.

©9 W« HUTGHIK8 ,
SPORTING * GOODS.
, SURGEOK DENTIST
O
GUN P WDERSAND FISHING TACKLE

GUNS TO LET .

W. H. BOOKER & CO.,

7 MAIN STREET ,

-

-

WATEKVIILE,MAINE.

George W. Dorr ,

Fine Perfumes , Toilet and Fancy Articles ,
SPONGE S, SOAPS AND BRU SHES
OF ALL KINDS.

IMP ORTED AND D OMESTIC CIGARS.
PIPES, SMOKERS' ARTICLES, £c.
At the Lowest Prices.
Personal Attention Given to Physicians' Prescriptions.
QEORGB "W. DORR,

m\m CENTRAL RAimOAl ) .

In effect June 3,1394.
Passenger Trains will leave Waterville as follows :
GOING EAST
8.45 ft. m„ for Bangor, daily, including Sunday s,
tud for B & A R it., via Oldiown, Bucksport, Ellsworth, BarHarbor , Aroostook County, St. Stephen
and St. John every day, except Sundays.
5.30 a.m., for Bkowncgau , daily, except Mondays,
( mixed).
6.00 a. m., for Belfast, Dover and Foxcroft , Bangor , and for Moosehead Lake via Dexter.
7.15 a. m.» for Bolfaet and Bangor (mixed)
10.00 a. m., for Bangor, Sundays only.
10.20 a. m, for Skowhegan,
4.80 p. m , for Dover and Foxcroft , Moosehead
Lake, via Dexter , Bangor , Bucksport , Aroostook
Connty, St. Stephen and St. John and daily including Sundays to Bangor and St. John. 4.82 p. m.f
for Fairfield and Skowhegan .
GOING WEST
5.15 a. m.) for Bath , Rockland , Portland and Boston , (mixed to Augusta).
8.20 a. m., for Oakland.
0.25 a.m., for Bingham, North Anson, Farmington, Phillips, Rnngley, Mechanic 's Falls nnd Rumford
Tails, dally, except Sundays, and for Augusta, Lewiston , Portlan d and Boston , •with Pnrlor Oar for
Boston , every day, including Sundays,
3.80 p. m., for Bath .Portland, and Boston , via Anfiusta.
2 50 p. m., for Oaklan d, Lewiston , Mechanic 's
Palls, Portland and Boston , via Lewiston.
8.18 p. m., Bangor nnd Bar Harbor. Express for
Portland and Boston with parlor car for Boston.
4 80 p. m., for Oakland , Bingh am and North Aneon.
10,08 p. m., for Lewiston and Bath, Portland
and Boston, via Augusta , with Pullman Sleeping
Car, daily Including Sundays.
Daily excursions for Kairlield , 16 ots,, Oakland, 40
eta. Skowhegan , fcl. oo round tdp.
P a w n TnoKWR,
F. E. BOOTHBT,
<Cren,PaM.&TioketAgt. Vino Pres. & <*cn'l Manager
Por tland , May 28, 1884.
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Wm. H. Dow.

Pharmacist,

PHENIX BLOCK , WATERVILLE.

'

SUCCESSOR TO G. S. PALMER.
OFFICE, 96 MAIN STREET, WATERVXLIiE.
Ether and Pure Nitrous Oxide Gas Administered for
the Extraction of teeth.
S. A. Greene.

< DOW & GREENE , l>
Dealers in all Kinds of

COAL # WOOD
OFFICE ON MAIN ST.,

WATERVILLE ,

-

NEAR FREIGHT DEPOT ,

-

MAINE.

M
THE90c
CLOCK
BEST
CKUUM
. and Every One Warranted .
J8SS="For a Short Time only will this price prevail.

F. J. G O O D R I D G E ,

Main Street, Waterville^
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¦
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PERCY LOUD,

Ladies' and Gents Fine Ready-Made and Custom.

BOOTS © AND m SHOES

AT PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.
REPAIRING NEATLI DONE AT SHORT NOTICEMAIN STREET,
WATERVILLE, MAINE
W. B. ARNOLD .

0. G. SPRINGFIELD

W. B. a*n old % Co.,

¦En ^tmJaXtJmD \A/ ^sateJtC JsJi
Nails, Iron and Steel, Carriage Woodwork, Stoves and Furnaces
Glass, Paints and oils, Mill Supplies, Blaok Powder
and High Explosives .

DOOMS, SASHAND GLAZED W I N D OSW
Tinsmiths, Steam and Water Fitters,
'
¦
.
WATERVILLE
MAINE•
BUY AND HIRE

PIANOS, % m ORGANS,
And All Kinds of Musical Merchandise
OF

G. h. oakpentee

-

-

154: MainStr e et
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+ EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
LARGEST

ua-KTX> BEST .

*

Has a Surplus Larger by Millions than that of any Other Life Assurance Society in the World

A NEW PQLI CYE

Has a
Incontestable after one year. Unrestricted as to travel , residence and occupation after one year.
surrender value in paid up Assurance after three years, and payable
'" ' Immediately on proof of death.
E>. C. . CLARK, Special Agent,
NO. 5 NORTH COLLEGE.
ASSETS
$153,060,05
Reserve on all existing Policies (4 per cent
121,870,237
Standard), and all other liabilities
. , : SURPLUS (4 per cent Standard) ,
$31,189 ,815
F. H. HAZLETON, Manager.F. B. FISH , Cashier.
'
93 Exchange Street , Portland , Maine
Send for illustrations to the Policy Holders.
—nj .

HOME OFFICE

-i»~—

i\.i)ei)i)b^c iViu bua l Life lr ^urarjc^ \o ,
Soper Building t Waterville , Maine.

INSURANCE IN FORC E, DEC EMBER, 31, 1892

-

-

-

-

-

$7,552,000.00

15 per cent of all assessments deposited with the State Treasurer as a Guarantee Fund.
Protection for the wife and children at actual cost.
Insure your life as you do your building, for protection only and not as a speculation.
OFFOBRS.
Hon. William T. Haines, President.
F. A. Waldron , Esq Vice President.
^
P. S. Heald , Esoj, Treasurer.

Jr .

w.

Hon. Herbert M. Heath, Corporation Counsel.
Cyrus W. Davis, Secretary.
F. C. Thayer, M. D., Medical Examiner

JML ±Li J\ J_j J-J! ,

Fine Custom i Ready-Made Clothing,
Large Line of Mats Caps and Gf- entis FunisHng Goods.
102 Main Stbeet.
Waterville , Maine.

R-l£]>I N Gr TON & COMP AN Y
DEALERS IN

fu rniture, carpets, ? crockery
M IRRORS , MATTRESSES,

;|

Cask ets, Coffins , Embalming Fluid , Burial 1?obes, Plates, Etg. r f S i
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Bqy; Vie^ Ij o-qse. LORING , SHORT & HARMON
•

PORTLAND , MAINE.

WATERVILLE , MAINE.

Steam Heat and Electric Lights Throughout .
Sample Booms on Ground Floor,
Free Carriage.

Books , Stationery,
: manufacturer of :—

TERMS , $2.00 PER DAY .

-

D. E, FI§K>

-

Paper Hangings !

.and

Billiard and Pool Room.

— «B li A ]\T K

Propri etor.

®

474 Congress Street,

B O O K So
Opposite Preble House

A. K. BESSEY , ISA. D.
' RESIDENCE NO. 72, ELM ST.
Office, No. 88 Main Street, over Miss S. I,. Blaisdcll 's
Millinery Store.
Office Hours ; 10 to 12 A. M., 1to 2.30 and 7 to 8 p. M.
Sundays 3 to 4 p. m.

J. A. VIGXJE 'S
Is the place to buy your

GROCERIES >:- AND : PROVISIONS

W. E. CHA D WICK ,
DEA LER IN

—- C H E A P

piai?05, Or^aps, $e\u\T)<!> /T\ac;l?ii}es

He k eeps a lar ge St ock o f Good Goods and n is Pri ces
are a l w ays th e Lowest.

AND MUSICAL MERCHANDISE.

Oct 1, 93

Violin , Banjo and Guitar
Strings a Specialty.
.
.
102 MAIN STREET,
WATERVILLE, MAINE.

The Finest Quality of

W. D. SPAULDING,

filinpWood 'Hotel,

Bookseller and Stationer

THE LARGEST AND LEADING
<{ HOTEL IN THE OITY. )>

ffeu/s papers ai? d periodi cals,

Cui?ir;e ai)d Service Fir^ b Clas?.
Superior Sapibary A ppoir;n)ei)bs.

H.
WATERVILLE,

Prop .

EX JUDKINS,
.
-

MAIN STREET,

MAINE .

Headquarters for the Finest

•^¦W .H. XX I T flh*

30 and 82 TEMPLE STREET.

;. '^ V AS 1

PORTLAND, MA.INE

FINE WORK A SPECIALTY.

-COlTFaBCTIOlSTlJB.Y. -

__

WATERVILLE, MAINE .

T. J. FR0THINGHAM , Proprietor ,

Also n Fine Line of

A. T. LA.NL , Agent ,-Coll>y,

Waterville, Me

44 Main St.,

—

**fi!i 6BS ^EW I^ap^f*

F. A. WING & CO.,
in their Season.

-

S. L. P R E B L E,
''

"' '

.

.

'
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'

'
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Guarantee their work to be 100 per cent better than any that dan be obtained elsewhere in the state . Call at
,
our Studio and be convinced that our statement is correct.
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68 MAIN STBHET,
.
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